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An Answer To The Housing Crisis
MODULAR HOME 
FIRST IN SIDNEY
by PAT MANNING 
Special to theSidney Review
Sidney’s first permanent 
mobile home was delivered to 
its Kesthaven Drive site last 
week and has become the 
focus of community interest 
and reaction.
Ne.xt door neighbour 
Charles Ruest told The 
Review Monday he thought his 
property value would go down 
by about $15,000.
“It’s quite a nice mobile 
home but it doesn’t look right 
on the corner of Bradford and 
Resthaven,” he said. “It’s 
place is with other mobile 
homes.”
Ruest, who bought his home 
last year, said he was quite 
surprised that a permit from 
the town was granted.
H.W. Holmes in an in­
terview said he referred to the 
building as a modular home. 
He said it was wheeled to its 
site but the wheels have been 




‘“We are putting a foun­
dation around it and it will 
never be moved in our 
lifetime,” said Holmes.
Holmes said he could un­
derstand the concern of some 
neighbors that their property 
might be devalued somewhat,
but added; “One has to live 
and it is up to each of us to find 
a place to live according to our 
own capabilities.”
He explained that 10 years 
ago he had retired from, an 
executive position in the 
department of national 
defense in Ottawa and he and 
his wife had gone to live in 
England. When they decided 
to come back to Canada they 
sold a very fine home but 
found they would require at 
least another $10,000 to pur­
chase the same standard of 
home in B.C. A modular home 
built by Home Co. Industries, 
Kelowna, B.C. seemed to be 
the answer.
Holmes said the modules 
range in price from $13,000 to 
$33,000 depending on size and 
furnishings. Furniture, 
carpet, drapes, fixtures and 
appliances are all included in 
the total price. In his house 
Holmes has two bedrooms and 
a den, hvo sinks in the 
bathroom and a bath with a 
built in seat, an automatic 
dishwasher, washer, dryer, 
fridge, stove and an electric 
fireplace. It meets all the 
Canadian Stardards 
Association requirements and 
fully meets all Town of Sidney
Continued on Page 2
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Two Cars Collide In Confusion
THREE CHARGED AFER MIDNIGHT RACES
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Central Saanich parks and 
recreation committee ap­
proved a motion Monday 
recommending that the tri­
municipal recreation'com­
mission not exceed its present 
budget until a recreation 
director has been hired.
Aid. Earl Tabor, Central 
Saanich representative to the 
tri-municipal commission, 
explained that Sidney had 
eliminated its recreation 
commission and had referred 
to the peninsula group a 
request from S.T.A.G. for 
funding for 1975.
He explained that the group 
had been financed last year by 
Sidney, and that members of 
the commission were now
“adamant” in wanting all 
three municipalities to finance 
the project.
The district’s original 
budget — for tri-municipal 
recreation — of $10,000 might 
have to be increased by as 
much as 50 per cent, Tabor 
said.
Tabor said while he was not 
against the S.T.A.G. proposal, 
its consideration now might be 
premature.
“Until we have a man at the 
helm, maybe we’d better 
wait,” he said.
First priority of the 
peninsula group was to hire a 
recreation director, Tabor
Continued on Pago 2
HOME OF THE FUTURE came to Sidney last week as this modular home 
was installed at the corner of Resthaven and Bradford.
LOCKOUT COULD LAST TWO MONTHS
Sidney .Aid. Peter Malcolm 
is predicting that the lock out 
of Sidney municipal em­
ployees will last “between two 
weeks and two months” — if 
the provincial government 
refrains from interfering in 
the dispute.
Negotiations arc proceeding 
“very slowly,” Malcolm told 
The Review Monday, adding 
that the Canadian Union of 
Public Employees had 
presented their demands in 
writing to the regional 
bargaining group for the first 
time on Thursday.
That meeting, Malcolm 
said, was the first time where 
the union and employers have 
met ‘face-to-face’ on a 
regional basis.
CUPE, Malcolm believes, is
attempting to encourage 
government interference, 
citing particularly the union’s 
move Monday in calling 
Victoria school janitors off the 
job.
“They’re beginning to 
hurt,” Malcolm said of the 
union. “They probably think 
(the janitors’ strike) is the 
fastest way to end the lock out, 
because it’s likely to en­
courage government in­
terference. It’s partly a 
desperation move.”
Malcolm, Sidney’s 
representative on the regional 
bargaining group, had said 
before the lock out in the town 
began earlier this month, that 
Sidney would be the one 
municipality least hurt by a 
strike or lock out.
BOBY RECOVBREB
The body of Paul Ross, 36, of New Westminster, who 
died Feb. 15 when a 519 ton concrete caisson fell off a 
barge, was recovered from the’waters of Pat Bay 
Monday.
Ross was one of two men killed at the site of the 
federal government oceanographic institute when a 
barge carrying the caisson suddenly tipped. The body 
of Leslie Rothenberg, 34, of Maple Ridge, was 
recovered the day following the accident.
Three other men were also tossed into the bay’s 
chilly waters, but escaped unhurt.
Ross’ body was recovered from one of the Caisson’s 
six hollow cells by Fraser River Pile Diving Co. diver 
Norm MacDonald.
That prediction seems to be 
holding true.
“We’re getting terrific 
amounts of co-operation from 
taxpayers,” Malcolm said, 
“And terrific devotion to duty 
by our senior staff.”
Only town employees still on 
the job are Clerk Geoff Logan, 
Collector Ed LeClerc and 
Works Superintendent Ted 
Clarke.
Some aldermen are 
assisting when necessary. 
Aid. Hugh Hollingworth, in 
particular, has been obvious 
about the town, helping Clarke 
with emergency public works 
duties.
Malcolm also said that the 
town council has “numerous 
volunteers we have not had to 
call on.”
Some inconvenience as a 
result of the lock out is being 
felt, Malcolm admitted, “but 
the town is carrying on ad­
mirably well.”
As far as Ihe CUPE action in 
calling out school janitorial 
staff in Victoria is concerned, 
Malcolm isn’t too impressed.
“Negotiations cannot help 
but be hampered by the 
irrational moves that the 
union is making,” he said, 
“particularly now that 
negotiations have begun in 
earnest.”
‘.Muscle' cars charged off in 
all directions at midnight 
Thursday as Central Saanich 
police converged on illegal 
drag races on Central Saanich 
Roiid between Mount Newton 
Crossroad and Amity Drive.
Central Saanich police said 
there were between 15 and 20 
vehicles dragging and wat­
ching the races when the 
police arrived on the scone.
As two police cars ap­
proached with red lights 
flashing, cars took off through 
the Vantreight tulip fields. 
Two of the vehicles collided on 
Central Saanich Road and left 
the scene of the accident, 
police said.
Total damage was 
estimated to be $600, police 
said.
JohnSipos,’29, of 1648 Davie, 
Victoria and Osborne Barnes, 
27, of 306-492 Burnside, Vic­
toria have been charged with 
failing to remain at the scene 
an accident, police said.
Shauneen Dayton, 18, of 2980 
Sooke Rd., owner of one of the 
vehicles, told Saanich police 
her car had been parked 
behind the Red Lion Inn 
throughout the evening. 
Central Saanich police said.
She told Saanich police 
when’she went to get it at 1:00 
a.m. she had found it ex­
tensively damaged. Central 
Saanich police explained.
Dayton has been charged 
with public mischief and will 
appear in Victoria Provincial 
Court in two or three weeks , 
police said.
Drag racing will not be 
tolerated in the municipality. 
Central Saanich Const. Jim 
Earl told The Review 
Tuesday.
“We have a responsibility to 
the community and com­
plaints have been coming in,” 
he said. “Extra efforts and 
extra coverage of the area will 
be carried out to try and stop 
this altogether.”
“There will be no more 
warnings,” he said.
“We will charge offenders 
as heavy as we can make it.”
“An extra man has just been 
hired and two police cars have 
been deUiiled to watch for 
drag racing, Earle said.
. ■
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nuX'ODIUES didn’t slow 
I’linncM’ as ho plowed through Hagan
Creek in last year’s running of the 
Basil Parker Cross Country Run.
For the second year in a row 
a crocwlile has been sighted in 
Hagan Creek, one of the oh- 
slacles in Saturday’s mam­
moth Basil Parker Cross 
Country run, Review sport’s 
erlitor .Joshua Perlmutler said 
he and his son sighted the 
enormous beast when ho went 
down to the creek after at­
tending chureh Sunday 
morning.
“At first we thought it was a 
log,” said Perlmutter.” “It 
was half up oh the bank quite 
close to the dam site on the 
Woodward farm property and 
suddenly, as we api)rO('iched, 
it moved,,,, I'm sure it was at 
least 10 feet long!”
Out-of-town runner Jack 
Coey, a strong contender in 
Ihe race three' years ago, told 
The Review he is not worried 
by llu’ alleged presence of 
crocodiles in Hagan Creek, 
“If I s(;e out! Ih(‘'n' I’ll jump 
on him," said llu- nthletie 
gentleman. “A crocodile won't 
cause any harm as long as you 
are moving fiisl enough,”
Hill and Goergie Nasby of
‘Crocodile ’ Sighted In Hagan Creek
'I'M NOT WORRIED!’-CROSS COUNTRY RUNNER JACK COEY
Sidney Paint Pot lame have 
been in training for some 
months, The couple will enter 
the five mile race and say they 
are actually looking forward 
to it.
The events starts at 1:00 
p.m. sharp. Runners are in­
structed to gather at Ihe 
Centennial Park, Wiillace 
Drive in Sa.anichton and 
anyone? may enter Ihe race up 
until 12:45 p.m, on Saturday, 
Late entries will NOT he 
accepted afl(!r that.
The race, which is the eighth 
annual one to he lield, follows 
a course! that even fi meiuntain 
liem might hestilale ui)e)n. The 
resile', marke'el by while' hits of 
eleith, has heien laiel esit by 
eirganizer Brian Rugarel anel 
feillows in general Ihe eiriginal 
course ele'signed by Ihe late 
'Nip' Parlu'r,
It wanders through bull- 
infested fields, across freezing 
creeks and through mud knee 
deep; there eire fences to he 
leaped and hills to ho moun- 
teel, all in the name of fitness 
and 'fun'.
As usual, theSidney Review 
is entering a ‘top Flight’ team 
of aged runners. Team 
Captain Hen Ilircock said his 
men and women have been on 
a strict training program; no 
alcohol, no carliohydrales and 
ten miles of running every day 
since the 1st of January.
“I personally am in great 
shape for Ihe race,” he told a 
reporter, “Pve worn out two 
pair of shoes training for it,”
Well known pi'ninsiila 
jogger David Hells is also 
('ntering the conlesi, lie said 
he has been givciii a |)lace on 
l|i(! Heview team and will do
his best to win the race. “I like 
fresh air,” he said.
ENTRY FEES: - Teams ~ 
.$2.00, individuals — 50 cents.
ENTRY l'’()RMS, together 
with the correct entry fees, 
should he sent to; R.B, 
Rudgard, 1911 Woodley Road, 
Victoria, H.C, VHP 1K4, 
ClIEtiUES should he made 
payable to R.H, Rudgard, re 
the Basil I’arker Cross 
Country,
PLEASE have your entries, 
and eniry fees in by Friday, 
February ‘28th,
CLASSES: 1, Open Men, 2. 
Hoys Under 111, 3. Hoys under 
16, 4, Hoys under 14, 5, Hoys 
under 12, 6, Open Girls-(14 & 
ov(!r), 7, Girls under 14, 8, 
Girls under 12,
All ages lo he as of March 
1st, 11175,
'I'he ‘Basil Parker Memorial
Trophy’ is awarded to the 
winner of the Open Men’s 
class.
AWARDS
Inscribed shields will be 
awarded to the winning team 
in each class.
Inscribed ribbons will be 
awarded to the scoring 
members of the 1st, 2nd and 
3rd Place Teams in each 
class.
Inscribed ribbons will bo 
awarded for individual per­
formances down to lOth place 
in each class.-i-Sce bottom of 
page.
‘Masters’ ribbons will be 
awarded to all runners aged 35 
years or ovei’i who complete 
the 5 mile course. Masters 
should be identified ns such on 
the entry form. 
starting’'LIMES
All classes will start at 
Centennial Park, on Wallace 
Drive, just south of 
Snanichton, Classes 1 & 2 start 
at 1 :(I0 p.m.; class 3 at ,1:05 
p.m,; classes 4 & 5 at 1:15
Contimu'd on Page 2
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BINGO
Every Monday Night Sanscha Hall
Doors - 7 — Games 7:45
KINSMEN CLUB OF SIDNEY
Save On Your 1974
INCOME TAX?
p“Your friend for Life”





Mutual Life of Canada
IT WAS BUSINESS AS USUAL at the Sidney 
International Airport on Monday, with local 
members of the Public Service Alliance back on 
the job following a 24 hour strike on Saturday. 
The day long work stoppage was called by 
national negotiators as the latest in a series of 
rotating strikes at federal facilities across the
country. Disruption of bus service to the airport 
terminal seemed to be the only inconvenience to 
travellers — some of whom had to hike the three- 
quarter mile distance to where picket lines were 
established at the corner of East Saanich Road. 
Others took a short taxi ride to waiting buses 
whose drivers refused to cross the nicket line.
The 13 PSAC members on the airport are 
responsible for building and grounds main­
tenance and servicing of electrical and mobile 
equipment. Also unimpeded by picketers is 
horsewoman Marilyn Miller, following one of her 
favourite routes through airport property.
Crocodile Sifted
Continued from Page 1
p.m.; classes 6 & 7 at 1:20 
p.m.; and class 8 at 1:25 p.m. 
THE COURSE
Classes 1 & 2 will run a .5 
mile course, finishing op­
posite Saanichton Elementary 
School, on Mount Newton 
Cross Road. Classes 3, 4,5, 6 & 
7 will run a 2V2 mile course 
finishing at St. Stephen’s 
Parish Hall. Class 8 will run a 
2 mile course, also finishing at 
St. Stephen’s Parish Hall. 
TEAMS
Teams should consist of up 
to 6 runners, with the first 4 
finishers counting in the team 
score.
Place recording will be in
Saanichton Elementary 
School for Classes 1 & 2, and in 
St. Stephen’s Hall for the 
remaining classes.
Tea, juice and biscuits will 
be provided for all com­
petitors and coaches in 
Saanichton School; where the 
presentation of Shields and 
ribbons will take place.
It is regretted that 
showering facilities are not 
available. It is essential that 
all runners have dry clothing 
to put on after the race, as the 
course is an extremely wet 
one!
Late entries and team 
changes will not be accepted 
after 12:45 p.m. at the start.
CROCKS
gal. to 5 gal. sizes $4.!)5 to $23.95
(Lids Extra)
Mitchell & Anderson 656-11:54
SEE THE
NEW FORDS!
4 NEW ROTARY MOWERS.
3 NEW ROTARY TILLERS.
You now soe’tho Ford name on walk-bohlnd rotary lawn 
mowers and rotary tlllorsl More bottor ideas by the yard,
ROTARY LAWN MOWERS. Take your pick of four mod­
els; push-type or solf-propellod, manual or electric 
start, 19 or 21-inch cut.
All four rotary mowers feature: Ford air action cutting 
chamber and gull wing cutterbar, to reduce grass clog­
ging. Folding handles for storage, Conveniently placec 
controls. Easy cutting height adjustment. Gross bags 
standard on all 21-inch mowors.
ROTARY TILLERS. Choose a 5-hp chain-driven model, 
or 5 and B-hp goar,-drivon models. Throttle and clutch 
controls are located right on the handle. Tillage depth 
Is easily adjusted. Maximum weight distribution provides 
for good penetration. An oasy-spin starter Is standard.
Toko your pick today; got to work on your lawn or 
garden tomorrow!
NEW ROTARY LAWN MOWERS AND 
TILLERS FROM FORD TRACTOR.




610 Alpha St 3840541
Right Turn At Mayfair Shopping Ma
MODULAR HOME
Continued from Page 1
requirements. Holmes con­
siders the module the answer 
for young people and for 
anyone on a fixed income.
Richard Michell of Central 
Saanich and his fiance agree 
with him. The young couple 
bought their modular home 
(they call it their trailer) in 
November and have been 
looking for a lot to put it on. 
They were told by the ad­
ministration’ at Central 
Saanich that if they wanted to 
locate in a subdivision their 
mobile home must be valued 
at 125 per cent of the average 
value of surrounding homes. 
Otherwise they could put it on 
a one-acre lot. At first they 
thought their only alternative 
was to go into a trailer park.
NOT IN 
PARK
“I don’t think it is the right 
attitude to say all modular 
homes should have to be 
grouped in a trailer park,” 
said Michell.
Holmes agreed, saying that 
when the landscaping is done 
around his place his home 
would be worth as much as the 
one next door.
He said in the Monday in­
terview that it was his im­
pression the Town of Sidney 
were not against the modular 
home provided it meets their 
requirements and looks nice,
“The last thing I want to do 
is annoy or botlier someone 
else, but we’ve got to have a
home,” said Holmes.
Holmes said he bought his 
lot on Resthaven Drive in 
November. Both he and his 
wife wanted to live in the 
Sidney area. Since they moved 
the module onto the let there 
has been a continuous stream 
of people either calling or 
driving by. Holmes explained.
“There is tremendous in­
terest,” he said. “This is the 
answer to the high cost of 
housing and the housing 
shortage.”
of
Sidney council Monday 
evening passed a motion 
that could see segregated 
zones for modular or 
‘mobile’ homes within the 
town.
“The only difference 
between those and a trailer 
home is that the wheels 
have been taken off....- 
personally I would object to 
having one of them planted 
next to my home,” said 
Aid, Chris Andersen.
“I can see that in the next 
six months we could have 
15 or 20 of them in Sidney,” 
continued Andersen. “It’s 
not fair to people with 
empty lots sitting next to 
them.”
Aid. Hugh Hollingworth 
said he would not want one 
placed next to his homo 
either but felt the home in 
question was ‘beautifully 
laid out.’
STUDENTS TO WORK IN C. SAANICH
A number of summer jobs 
may be done by students in 
Central Saanich this year, but 
painting the municipal hall 
might not bo one of them.
A list of six projects, in­
cluding the painting, were 
submitted to the district’s 
public works committee 
Monday for consideration as 
possible S.W.l.M. l‘.)7.5 grant 
programs.
The program (Students 
Working In Municipalities) is 
funded by Ihe province lo 
provide work opiiorlunities for 
students earning money lo 
continue their education.
Works Superintendent Cary 
Rogers told Ihe committee 
that Ihe program would allow 
hiring of 80 per cent high 
school students, and ‘20 per 
cent university students, 'i'he 
latter, he said, would act a.s 
supervisors,
Once apiu’oved by council, 
granl.s will he sought for 11
slashing crew (seven 
students), ditching crew (five 
students), maintenance crew 
(five students), parks crew 
(five students), an office crew 
(two students) and a painting 
crew (five students).
Included in the list of 
buildings that might be 
painted were the pollution 
control centre. Elk Lake 
plant, three water pumping 
stations, three sewage 
pumping stations, painting at 
centennial park and the 
municipal hall cNterior.
Students had been used for 
painting last year, Roger 
said, and had done a good job
Aid, Dave Hill opposed the 
piiinling proposal, claiming 
that such work should be put 
out lo lender in the com 
mimity.
Hill said that loca 
professional painters shouk 




Continued from Page 1
said. “We need the guidance 
a qualified person.”
The budget itself is com­
prised of $10,000 from each of 
the three municipalities and 
$10,000 from the provincial 
government. However, Sidney 
council Monday evening was 
presented with a $20,000 in­
crease over the original figure 
by Aid. Chris Andersen.
“Unless the municipalities 
get behind and support this 
budget, I for one will be forced 
to tender my resignation from 
the recreation commission,” 
said Andersen.
His associate on the com­
mission, . Aid. Pat Merrett, 
disagreed with this view and 
said that a budget of $60,000 
was too much. “If they go for 
$60,000 this year, next year 
they will want $100,000.” said 
Merrett. “We could carry on 
this year quite nicely with just 
the $30,000.
Aid. Wilkie Gardner said he 
would support Andersen’s 
figure of $60,000 ‘in principal.’ 
“However I would like to see a 
breakdown of how the budget 
was increased.”
Mayor Stan Dear voiced 
concern that council members 
did not have a detailed budget 
before them on which to base 
their decision.
He said if the same figure of 
$60,000 had come up before 
council on it.s own budgetary 
matters that no one would 
pass it without first examining 
the figures behind it,
“We have nothing before 
us,” said the Mayor. “You’re 
just asked to spend 
$6(),ooo,., .one doesn’t speak 
against—recreation in this 
Town ~ it’s like speaking 
against motherhood — and 
now that wo are in the tri- 
re c r ea t i 0 n a 1 c om m i s s i 0 n, 
nobody dares speak against it 
either— ”
“1 would disagree with 
you,” snapped Aid, Andersen, 
“Where’s Ihe budget then','” 
interi'upled the Mayor,
"Let me speak!” said 
Andersen, “We are here to 
handle the people’s money and 
if they don’t agree with me, 
they can throw me out at the 
next election—1 think 1 may 
as well tender my 
resignation,”
Following this somewhat 
lu'filed exchange Ihe matter 
was tabled and then lifted for
further discussion towards the 
end of the council meeting.
Alderman Peter Malcolm 
proposed a motion which 
allowed the council to accept 
the figure of $60,000 ‘in- 
principal’ and subject to 
seeing the detailed budget. 







SIRLOIN TIP ROAST 
RUMP ROAST 
ROUND STEAK ROAST 
ROLLED PRIME RIB ROAST
GRADE ‘A’
SIDES
OF BEEF CUT, WRAPPED & FROZE.N
Where meats are a speciality, not a sideline
LOCAL BUTCHERS
FOR SERVICE AND QUALITY
For service & quality shop the 2400 Block Beacon A ve.
656-5501
Open Daily 8:00 a.m. to5;30 p.m.
SPECIALIZING IN FRESH CUT MEATS 
AND HOME FREEZING SUPPLIES
^ 18” COLOR PORTABLE
★ 100% SOLID STATE
★ ENERGY SAVER SWITCH
-Ar NEWEST SUPER INSTA-MATIC COLOR TUNING
Radio /haek
SOUND-IN-THE-ROUND
1 — 2496 BL(556-57 71 EACON (NEXT TO MACLEODS)
SPRING SPECIALS
CASE 10 H.P. GARDEN TRACTOR
11200®®Complete With 40" Blade & Cart Trailer
SIDNEY WATERWORKS DISTRICT
OFFICE HOURS
Ploaso nolo that, for the duration of the current lock-out situation, 
tlie ofl'ice hours for this District arc tlic same as tliosc for the Town of 
Sidney, i.e,,
9j00 a.m. to 11:00 a.m. 
and
2:00 p.m. to 4:00 p.m.
Monday to Friday inclusive
CASE 10 H.P. GARDEN TRACTOR
With 48" Mower. As New JL ^ ^
HOWARD GEM 20” ROTOVATOR
$97i;oo
Used, in Good Shape g
INTERNATIONAL FARM TRACTOR
$7i;noo
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Special On Airless 
Paint Spray Equipment




SEE OUR NEW HOME DECORATING 
CENTRE AT 2644 QUADRA ST.,
VICTORIA
LARGEST ON VANCOUVER ISLAND
CLGViRDALE
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First Things First
It happened before, when Sidney held its first 
swimming pool referendum.
It happened again, the second time the pool was 
put to a vote.
It happened, to some extent, when two private 
groups attempted to provide recreation complexes 
for Saanich Peninsula residents.
And it’s happening again in Sidney and Central 
Saanich: fighting over side issues is threatening to 
divide the tri-municipal recreation commission.
Threatening, as well, to divert it from its main 
task of hiring a recreation director and, ultimately, 
providing recreation facilities adequate to the 
peninsula’s needs.
The current battle is over funding for the Sidney 
Teen Activity Group — no stranger to controversy 
in Sidney and now the major point of contention in 
Central Saanich.
Without making a case either way for the teen 
group, it would seem to us that it is not important 
enough at this point in time to become what Sidney 
Aid. Chris Andersen has described as the issue on 
which combined peninsula recreation must rise or 
fall.
Recreation for all the peninsula ought to succeed 
or fail solely on the question of recreation for all 
the peninsula.
S.T.A.G., at the moment, is not that, and many in 
Sidney have questioned whether it is even serving a 
broad enough base in the town itself.
In any case, the group has sufficient funds to 
survive until summer, when a professional 
recreation director ought to be on staff and able to 
offer the qualified help and leadership that some 
emotional and seemingly politically motivated 
aldermen apparently need.
Why, we fail to understand, cannot the com­
mission continue to recognize its priorities. It 
established at an early meeting that hiring of a 
staff member was top of the list. We believe the 
group should rapidly reaffirm that priority, and get 
on with the job.
S.T.A.G. can wait — as, for that matter, can most 
local recreation programs, if the alternative to not 
waiting is destruction of the first real effort of 
cooperation on the peninsula in many, many years.
Progress Inevitable
The town of Sidney is about to try to do it again. 
Blessed for many years with twenty-twenty 
hindsight as far as zoning matters are concerned, 
some council members are now seeking ways to 
prohibit placement of modular homes in the 
community — except in tightly controlled ghettos 
— after one has already been installed.
We doubt they’ll succeed, and are not completely 
convinced they ought to.
Some parts of Sidney are, to be sure, pleasant 
residential subdivisions. Others, most 
dramatically, are not. We don’t intend to define 
which is which, but would suggest that somewhat 
more than 50 per cent of the town’s residential area 
would not suffer — and might even improve — with 
the addition of attractive (and reasonably priced) 
modular structures.
Aside from the aesthetic values, we also believe 
that our community must join with others 
throughout the country in attempting to find 
solutions to an ever worsening housing situation.
Without major changes in our attitude toward the 
types of homes we’ll occupy in coming years, this 
lack of adequate housing for a large part of our 
population will continue to grow.
Whether module homes, townhouses, apart­
ments, or some (as yet undefined) other alter­
native, the trend has begun. Single family 
dwellings as we have known them are on the way 
out for the mass of Canadians.
The wise community will not blindly fight this 
trend ~ for inevitably it’s unfightable — but will 
plan now to absorb the change in a way that’s' 
compatible with the community as it now exists.
The ci’y to put all trailers in segregated parks 
ignores completely advances in the construction of 
mobile and modular homes. It ignores such in­
novations as the modular Habitat complex in 
Montreal. It ignores the'change in attitude that is 
gradually, tlu’oughout much of North America, 
eliminating the evils formerly associated with 
trailer courts and their transient populations. And, 
most important, it ignores the simple fact that if 
municipalities are unwilling to allow alternative 
forms of liousing, the provincial government will 
force them to.
'Phis is already obvious through provincial in­
volvement in multiple family housing both in 
Saanich and the lower mainland, and in recent 
changes in legislation that now permit mobile 
homes to be considered on the same basis as 
traditional construction for purposes of municipal 
building regulations. 
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Anglican Church of Canada I Anglican Church of Canada
PARISH OF 
SOUTH SAANICH
Sunday, March2, 19715 
idONT III 
ST. MARY’S
0:00 a. in. IIoly Communion 
0:15 a.m. Matins
ST. STEPHEN’S 
11:00 a.m. Sunday school 
in Hall 
Holy Com-11:15 a.m. 
munion
7::!0 p.m. “The Family and 
(at the Rectory) The Faith’’ 
Wed., Marchs, 1975 
7:20 p.m. St. Stephen’s 
Holy Communion and the 
Ministry of Divine Itealing. 
Rev. IvanFutter 
652-2812





Park should lie for 
and people, Central 
piildie works eom- 
wen* lold Monday
evening, resnllini! in a 
(leeision lo post the park wilh 
appropriate signs proliiliiling 
iill irallie e.xeepi pedestrians, 
The mailer had lieen raisi'd 
earlier Ihis inonlh by Aid. Hoii 
Mael jinrin, who elainied that
till park was heing damaged. 
11(> (leserilied Hie park as 
"one of die I'iiii'st pieces of 
natnrat flora’’ in (lie 
nninleipalily, and one of only 
lliree or four similar areas on 
lower Vaiu'ouver Island,
Rolli he and Aid, Earl Talior 
said tiu'y liad visited Ihe area, 
finding mneh evidence of use 
of Ihe park liy horses,
Editor, The Review, Sir:
Some time ago when my 
favorite doctor said, “no more 
booze or baccy, but broads is 
okay if you’re able,” I sat 
down to contemplate this 
turning point in my life.
My thoughts were not for 
myself of course, but for my 
friends in the liquor store: 
how were they going to get by 
when a goodly source of their 
daily income was about to be 
cut off? They might even have 
to quit their jobs and go out to 
work for a living.
I decided, however, I would 
have to break the sad news to 
them, so I donned my best 
black suit and went down to 
the store.
Ernie, who always pushed 
me around the store in a 
shopping cart while I made 
my selections, was waiting at 
the door anxiously glancing at 
his watch for fear I might be 
late.
He must have sensed there 
was something amiss as soon 
as I walked in. “What is it lad, 
what’s wrong?” I could only 
reply, “This is it Ernie, this is 
the day we have all been 
dreading, take up the welcome 
mat, for 1 may never darken 
your doorstep again.”
His face went deathly white 
and he slumped to the floor in 
a faint.
Harry, at the counter, 
immediately began rum­
maging around in his purse for 
the smelling salts and Bill who 
had been practicing in the 
corner, dropped his putter, 
took off his golf shoes and 
came running over with a 
bottle of ‘Old Par’ he’d had 
slashed away in his hip 
pocket.
Polo, wlifl had been busy, 
still writing love letters to his 
lovely new bride, cradled 
Ernie’s head in his lap, while 
llie hoo'/.e was poured down his 
throat.
He came to with a slarl, but 
wlien lie saw what was lieing 
adminislered to him, sank 
liaek to Hie floor willi a liappy 
smile slowly spreading over 
Ills face,
’I’lie rest of I lie lioys were 
playing poker in Ihe hack 
room and on hearing the 
eominolioii and the had news 
one of lliem immedinlely got 
on Ihe lint lino lo Moscow and 
eaiieeled all fiirllK'r sliipinenls 
of vodka,
Tlie panic was lerrilile lo 
heliold. Harry riislied lo 
anollii'i’ plioae and sold all his 
sliares in Hiiele Ben’s 
breweries, wliile Pete and Bill 
started looking up Ihe job 
positions vacant in Ihe 
"Revic'w”,
You may not believe Ihis 
story, Mr, Editor, Inil it is 
liTK', To tills vi'ry day yon will 
still see I'lrnii' walking around 
tlie sloi’c in eirek's willi a 
(lazed look on his fnee,
Harry can h(> found sobbing 
(|iiielly in a eorner liy liimself 
wliile Bill, (a superb golfer) is 
now teaching Pete (nnee 
anollier lip and eaining Bolihie 
Higgsi how 1(1 iilay golf in 
three ('asy lessons,
()iiile oflen 1 go lo Hie store 
and pn'ss my nose lo Ihe 
window, looking at all Hiose 
lov('ly, gaily coloured hollli's 
on Hie sh('lv('s, wliil(' Hk' hoys 
.sadly wave to me.
Wlieii I ean’l stand il any 
longer, I slip into Hie drug 
store next door and Hie nice 
ladies in then' sell me a eoiipk' 
of those deli(d(ius, hrandy- 
filleil, elioeolales,
As I said before, Mr. Editor, 
you may not believe this story 
but then who in their right 





Editor, The Review, Sir:
What must one think of the 
advertising on T.V. of the 
dainty moist tissue “they” are 
trying to get us to buy? It’s the 
thing to do you know. Oh- 
llum!
Jes; I mean Holy Smoke! 
Can’t they leave us in peace to 
look after our own bodies and 
souls!
Seventy-five years ago on 
the docks of Manchester Ship 
Canal we youngsters saw 
lascars crossing the decks to 
latrines. They carried tins 
containing water. We didn’t 
say what the hell is that for. 
No! If we said hell or other 
swear word we wouldn’t get-to 
heaven. When eventually we 
found out all about it, if we 
didn’t say, we thought, “dirty 
bums” — no pun.
Chauvinism was a w'ord we 
have never heard, let alone 
it’s meaning, but as patriotic 
Englishers knew how to apply 
it. One lives learns.
F.A. Thornlcy 
Saanichton
Editor, The Review, Sir:
The power was not off for 
nearly 15 hours at the Senior 
Citizens Block here, but for 22 
hours — all night and nearly 
all next day.
That the director of the 
Senior Citizens Centre phoned 
me to come over to the centre 
to keep warm and have a liot 
drink is only one of tlie 
countless comforts and help 
that our hardworking staff 
and volunteers at this eenlro 
give us.
Without it, how many of us 
who live alone, as I do at 84, 
would be able to keep out of 
extended care hospitals?
Docs not the centre help us 
to help ourselves, help and 
cheer each other and be less of 
a burden on society than if it 





Editor, The Review, Sir: ,
I would like to reply to 
Mervyn Williams letter in the 
Feb. 12 Review.
What makes him think the 
“older people” are not in 
favor of a swimming pool? We 
are, here in Sidney; and for 
that matter a recreation 
complex would be more like it. 
Lets all go for it.
The only thing we do not 
agree with is that “too much 
money is spent for 
amusements for older 
people.” Also mentioned were 
the “shiny automobiles 
parked outside the “old 
people’s” centre.
The Silver Threads Centre is 
very much needed here. Those 
cars have all been paid for by 
hard work and most likely Mr. 
Williams has a shiny car too.
Maybe Mr. Williams used 
his to take his grandchildren 
in to learn to swim. So what!
Some members here use 
theirs to take other older 
members, not able to walk, to 
the centre to spend a social 
hour or have a hot meal or 
work at various activities on 
the go here every day.
Our cars are also used to 
Lake members to hospitals and 
other eenlros to entertain and 
give a little clieer to those wlio 
can’t get out.
We arc not complaining; we 
enjoy everything that is done 
here. Sidney is a very
generous town in so many 
ways. The help that has been 
given us in the past is very 
much appreciated.
But we just don’t sit around 
either, waiting for Lady 
Elspeth Howe to spend money 
on us.
We are not old fuddy dud- 
dies here and wish Mr. 
Williams would come and see 
for himself. We enjoy living 
here in Sidney.
(Mrs.) Mabel Slow 
Member of Sidney Silver 
Threads.
Editor, The Review, Sir:
Your Talk of the Town 
question, “Do you think 
students should have the right 
to buy candy and pop in their 
schools?” points up the fact, 
once again, that a silly 
question gets the kind of 
replies it deserves — silly. 
Phrased as it was, the em­
phasis seemed to be on 
“rights” of students. “Rights” 
is a term with an appealing 
ring to .it. Who, but an ac- 
centric old curmudgeon, could 
disapprove a proposition so 
phrased?
However, the right to jump 
from a 10th floor window is not 
generally held in high regard; 
neither is the right to assist 
someone in that direction, 
with an encouraging push..
Your question was and is an 
important one. I should prefer 
such a phrasing of it as the 
following: “Do schools have 
the right to take money from 
students (children?) for non- 
mi I r i t i o u s commercial 
products (junk foods)?” If this 
question is slanted also, il 
does, at least, direct attention 











The problem of the pedestrian in traffic has always been a serious one, Because of,more 
and faslor cars, pedestrians must become more conscious of traffic dangers; they must 
adjust to the greater speed of cars, and must he more careful in observing pedestrian 
regulatioas,
'Fho confrontation between jxidestrinn and automobile hapiiens millions of times each 
year, It is a case of an irresistible force meeting a movable object, Steel and chrome versus 
flesli and hone, A ton or more versus no more Ilian 200 pounds. And, in many cases, min­
dless aggressiveness versus n naive faith in our traffic laws and in the pedestrian’s legal 
right of way. The pedestrian is usually safe if the motorist is alert, considerate and 
emotionally mature, or if traffic signs and signals are reinforced by a police officer or 
crossing guard.
Pedestrian injuries eacli yonr account for about eight per cent of all traffic injuries. About 
two-fifths of the pedestrian fntallHos and injuries in cities occur between intersections,. In 
rural areas about one-eiglUh of the pedestrians killed were walking in the roadway.
Many poclostrians killed by motor vehicles are either violating n traffic law or committing 
an unsafe act, Tlie most common of these arc: jaywalking - crossing streets between In­
tersections; ignoring traffic signals; coming into the street from liehind parked cars; 
playing in Hie street; walking on the wrong side of the road; walking al niglit witlionl 
carrying or wearing light-colored or refloclive iirlicles to attriicl motorists’ nitenlion; 
wniling in the street for traffic to pass instead of on the curb.
Many ixideslrians are puzzled about the correct procedure to follow a I interst'cHons 
eonlrollod liy automatic signals. Older people espeeiiHly are freqiienlly liesilani and 
motorists eonsequontly become involved in a "guessing game” which all loo often leads lo 
aeeidonls. Rules to follow are—
lllnmiiialeil “WAI.K—DON'T VVAIAv” Signals; Only leave the curb wlien Hie 
"WALK” signal is illuminated. Once you have stepped off, eonlinue lirlskly lo Ihe opposite 
side. The cliange lo "DON'T WALK" applies only to those still on Hie sidewalk. Yon hnve Hie 
eomhined "WALK / DON'T WAIJx" plinse to make yonr crossing. If it is ohvioiis Hial the 
signal is about to change it is wise to wait for the next one so that traffic (Ux's not lieeome 
unnecessarily delayed,
Ordliiiiry I,lglil Slgniilfi: Only h'ave Hie enrh when the signal is green in yonr direction 
anti then cross (ho full width of the street without slopping even though (he signal may 
change half way across. If there is a eenlro "island" street divider you may use this as a 
safety zone, if in your opinion, it is unsafe In proceed further.
Never leave the curl) at any lime if yon are not sure (hat an appra'iehing motorist can S('e 
yon and has adequate distance in which to stop, Both drivers and |x>deslrians have road- 
sliariiig responsibility — but, especially where children and elderly persons are involvc'd, 
the greater responsibility is that of Ihe driver,
; Cross at the green, not in between, —• BE SAFE, BE SEEN — Wear something reflective.
THE PARISH OF 
NORTH SAANICH
Sunday, March 2nd, 1975
HOLY TRINITY CHURCH 
(By the sea)
CNR. W.SAANICH & ,\lli,gs
8:01) a.m. Holy Communion 
10:00a.m. EAMH,Y HAl,i'’ 
HOUR followed Ijy refresh- 
meiiLs.
ST. ANDREW’S CHURCH 
(The Silver Spire)
3rdSt., Sidney





Thurs., March6, 1975 
9:00 a.m. Holy Communion




Exalting Jesus Christ as 
Saviour, Healer, Baptizer 
with the Holy Spirit and 
Returning King.
Sunday
Sunday School 10:00 a.m. 
Morning Worship 11:00 
a.m.
EveningPraise 7:00 p.m.
Nursery care is provided.
Tuesday 
Praise and
Expression 7:30 p.m. 
Wednesday 
Bible Study 7:30 p.m. 
Pastor: Rev. Monty F. Moore 
Ministers: The Congregation
9925 FIFTH STREET 









8:30 a.m. Holy Communion 
11:00 a.m. Morning Prayer
Rev. W. Dobson 652-3860
ASSEMBLY OF GOD 
(P.A.O;C.)
9182 E. Saanich Rd. 
North off McTavish Rd.
Sunday, March2,1975 
9:45 a.m. Sunday School 
11:00 a.m. Morning Wor­
ship
Communion Service 
7:00 p.m. Evangelistic 
Sermon topic, - 
Conviction
Monday, March3,1975 . 
•Monday - Crusaders 
Tuesday - Bible Study and 
Prayer.
Saturday, Youth Group. 
A cordial welcome to all. 




SIDNEY AND NORTH 
SAANICH
Rev. R. Hori Pratt 
Church Office - 6563213 
Manse-656-1930 
ST. JOHN’S DEEP COVE 
Service Worship 9:30 a.m.
ST. PAUL’S SIDNEY 
Services of Worship 11:00 
a.m.
Services of Worship 11:00 
a.m.
Sunday School 11:00 a.m. 
' CENTRAL SAANICH 
Rev. JohnM. Wood, B.A. 
Church Office 652-2713 
Manse 652-2748 
SHADY CREEK 
7180 EastSaanich Road 
Family Service and 
Sunday School9:45 a.m.
Peace Lutheran Church 
2295 Weiler Ave.
Sunday School 10:00 a.m. 
Morning Service 11:00 
Morning Service 11:00 a.m. 
Fellowship Hour 
Wednesday 8 p.m. 
Sunday 
9:00 a.m. Service at
First Memorial Chapel 
4725 Falaise Gres. Royal 
Oak
Vacancy Pastor 
Rev. A.F. Otko056-2372 
Church Office 656-2721
SIDNEY BIBLE CHAPEL
9830 5th street 
Sunday
9:30 a.m. The Lord’s
Supper
11:00 a.m. Family Bible
Hour
and Sunday School 
7:00 p.m. Evening Service 
Wednesday
8p.m. Prayer & Bible Study 
Jesus said






Su nda y S ehool 10:00 a. m, 
MorningWorship 11:00 
a.m.
Praise Wednesday 8:00 
p.m.





Rc'st Haven Drive, Sidney 
SERVICES
9:30 a.m, Saturday Study









9:15 a,111, Sunday Bilile 
School
II ;oa a.m. "Ilosaiina in llic
Iliglll'Sl”
7;(i(i p.m. Choralii'i’s
ijuarlcllc ol West Van­
couver, B('v, Don Heed,
I’aslor Diirnd Eddv 
65(i-,5012 
I’ionoer Girls, Crtl(l('s 3-7 
WediK'sday, 7:30 inn, 




OUR LADY OF THE 
ASSUMPTION 
7726 W. Snanieh Road 
SaturoayMass 8 p.m,
Sunday Mass 9 a.m,
ST. ELIZABETH’S CIIUHCIII 
10030 Third St, Sidney 
Sunday Masses 10:15 
& 11:15
Weekday Masses 





Your six community Clinpols, 
Indoponclont Fnmlly Owned 
nnd Controlled, Snnds since 
1912.
WE CARE 
Dedlealed lo Service 
Sensible Prices
Sands Clinprl of Hoses 
I''oiirth Stroot 
IsiDNKY (ir)(;-’2!>:i2
Spocinlhlng In shipping T oi’ 
from (inywhoro. Call colled
ftffm I
9mjtm isrifNAmm nicHHAin j
BEMOVAI.AND 
MEMOHIALSERVICK
Serving Vnneouvor l(.lnml 
CnII rnllerl
A DIVISION Ol- SANDS 
VICTORIA, ann si.s.s 
SIDNHY, A.SA 2937 
COLWOOD, ,17(1 31171 
DUNCAN, 7.IA ;i717 
UADYSMITII, 7.1.1 7331 
NANAIMO, 7.13 7037
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The Jack Scott Column Little And Big
I liavc' rc'c't’iitly been reading 
in a I'rayed eoi)y ol' (he 
, Ileader’s Digc'st al my den­
tist's that man's legs are 
getting shorter all tlie lime.
The statistieian who made 
this diseoverv savs it is
lu'eause ot the Automobile 
Age. We are all riding around 
with our legs sort ot hall- 
lueked up under us. 11' this 
keeps up. the fellow says, we 
may eventually have no legs 
at all. The billiard game, as 
we know it torlay, will be gone.
This is eaused, of eourse, not 
l)y evolution, but by heredity 
through the seleetivity of the 
female. All through history 
the girls have decided the 
future trend in the male 
chassis. Just as the queen bee 
selects the sturdiest drone, so
do the ladies instinctively 
select men for the strength s 
which are considered im­
portant at the time.
In the days of knighthood, 
for example, the man with the 
most appeal always had 
plenty of beam because
horsemanship was so im­
portant. A man had lo liave a 
good seat, as we say down at 
the stables, and thus the fair 
ladies were inclined to select 
the fellow' with the big 
caboose.
It wasn’t only that this was
------------------------- --------




1 think so, yes.
I think things get 
pretty out of hand when 
anybody at all can run 
around with a gun.
It might give the 
authorities a little better 




I think the police 
should be able to keep 
track of who has guns.
I’d like to know the 
police had tabs on who 
has firearms and guns.





I think firearms 
should be abolished.
I don’t like the excuse 
they can use them for 
hunting.
I don’t think we should 
be going around killing 





I think our authorities 
should keep track of 
firearms.
I think it would lessen 
the problem as far as 




I guess if someone 
wanted to own a gun, 
they should have that 
right.
However, if a person 
owns a gun and doesn’t 
have a sense of right 
and wrong, he wouldn’t 
get a licence and could 
do as much harm as he 
wanted.
It would just mean 
another bureaucratic 
office being set up.
LEN BLAND 
SIDNEY
On the peninsula, yes, 
possibly through a 
municipal licence.
Across Canada you’ll 
get a lot of controversial 
remarks if you try to 
licence all firearms.
I think it should be the 
same as in the States.
You will be as dead 
being shot with a rifle as 
with a hand gun.
.stylish, but tho ladios 
(pt'rhaps unconsciously) 
wanted their children, in turn, 
to have some extra padding 
where men meet the saddle. 
There are some indications, in 
fact, that this has come full 
circle since Burl Reynolds has 
recently been selected by the 
ladies as the perfect man, 
mainly because of his 
prominent derriere.
This is known as breeding 
and is the kind of thing which 
has meant the survival of the 
human race, if that’s any 
comfort to you.
You can sec where this 
leads. Since the male leg is no 
longer vital except perhaps 
for basketball centres it is no 
longer a major factor in this 
determining of who is going to 
be the daddy.
Environment, then, con­
ditions the choice of women 
and, in turn, determines the 
whole future of mankind and 
so the theory that man’s legs 
may disappear entirely is not 
as far-fetched as you’d think.
The push-button, 
mechanized age is clearly 
upon us already. I was in a 
wealthy man’s home only this 
week where the head of the 
house had absolutely no use 
for muscles. Everything was 
automatic. The whole house 
made a faint, pulsating sound 
of high voltage as gadgets ran 
everything. The man does not 
stoke a furnace. He does not 
mow a lawn. A machine does 
it. He rides in a little seat 
behind it, humming and 
studying his nails.
Here is the man of the 
future, required only to 
develop the index finger of the 
right hand. History shows us 
that he will be the type sought 
by women for the simple 
reason that they select the 
type best equipped for sur­
vival.
He is the man who looks best 
m the sitting position he 
assumes for 90 per cent of the 
hours he’s awake.
But the male, too, is 
selective to a degree, although 
not as much as his vanity tell? 
me. And the male is looking 
for girls with long legs! It isn’t 
only that the female leg is 
attractive. It is also , im­
portant. For all her gadgets, 
the housewife still has need for 
locomotion and in the course 
of preparing a meal may 
walk, if I remember the 
statistics correctly, two-and- 
a-half miles.
Now we begin to see the 
dreary picture of the future; 
the human race reduced to 
little men with shrivelled, 
stumpy legs, married to 
women who tower over them 
upon their elongated limbs.
1 sec them at dinner, the 
husband sitting there in his 
high chair with the great, 
button-pushing index finger, 
which will have come to be the 
sex symbol of masculine 
beauty, the wife lopping about 
like some sort of lovely 
giraffe.
There is, in fact, only one 
bright note in our destiny. We 
won’t be there for that 
moment of final humiliation of 
the male.
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III your L'l'iciidly 
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2^2 to 4 lbs. 
each. Grade - A.79$
Boneless Beef
Round Steak
























48 fl. OZ. tin. . . . . 2.89
Liquid Detergent
Sunlight.




Make Coleslaw or 
Boil with Corned Beef. 
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Hospital Planning Moving Ahead
NEXT MEETING MARCH 18
'Prompt Action Required’ - Curtis
Hearing Tests 
Set ¥ or Sidney
Free electronic hearing 
tests will be given at 
Beltone Hearing Aid 




aid specialists will be at the 
TraveLodge to perform the 
tests:
Anyone who has trouble 
hearing or understanding 
is welcome to have a test 
using the latest electronic 
equipment to determine his 
or her particular. loss. 
Diagrams showing how the 
ear works and some of the 
causes of hearing loss will 
be available.
Everyone should have a 
hearing test at least once a 
year if there is any trouble 
at all hearing clearly. Even 
people now wearing a 
hearing aid or those who 
have been told nothing 
could be done for them 
should have a hearing test 
and find out about the 
latest methods of hearing 
correction.
The free hearing tests 
will be given at The 
TraveLodge Motel 9 a.'m. - 
6 p.m., Saturday, March 
1st. If you can’t get there on 
Saturday, call 382-8234 and 
arrange - -=f or an ; ap­
pointment at another time.
While she is certainly still 
concerned about an early start 
on the Saanich Peninsula 
acute care hospital. Central 
Saanich Mayor Jean Butler is 
willing to wait now to hear 
recomm'enda tions from 
hospital planning consultants 
Agnew, Peckham and 
Associates.
This was the main thrust of 
a statement given to The 
Review Monday by one of the 
peninsula’s two represen­
tatives on the Capital 
Regional Board’s new hospital 
and health planning com­
mission — in reply to a letter 
sent last week by local MLA 
High Curtis to the three 
peninsula mayors.
In his letter Curtis said that 
he had met with Health 
Minister Dennis Coke and his 
deputy, W.J. Lyle, on Feb. 19 
to discuss “continuing delay 
and a degree of uncertainty 
with respect to the acute care 
wing’’ of the hospital.
Curtis said he found the 
minister “most helpful ... and 
fully prepared to co-operate... 
in speedy design and con­
struction of this urgently 
needed facility.”
Based on this and previous 
discussions, Curtis said, there 
is, he believes, no provincial 
impediment to the hospital 
being built.
Now, Curtis added, the 
community must “await the 
necessary steps to be taken by 
the health and hospital 
planning board of the Capital 
Regional District.”
Curtis also said that he 
believes the minister of health 
considers any study by 
Agnew, Peckham to be “after 
the fact” as far as the 
peninsula facility is con­
cerned.
“To expand on that point,” 
Curtis ’added, “The clearly 
demonstrated desire of
Saanich Peninsula residents 
and earlier endorsation of the 
Mt. Newton Cross Road site by 
the Capital Regional Hospital 
District are accomplished 
facts and the hospital is to be 
located there, for general 
community hospital pur­
poses.”
“Prompt and decisive ac­
tion is required by the health 
and hospital planning board,” 
the letter stated.
“The minister,” Curtis 
concluded, “is ready and 
waiting to move ahead on this 
project and necessary 
initiatives should be taken by 
the region just as quickly as 
possible.”
As far as Mayor Butler is 
concerned, the region is 
moving ahead with the 
hospital project.
The planning commission, 
she said, “have been asked to 
get on with the job, and I think 
they’ll get on with it.”
While saying that she ap­
preciated Curtis’ attempt to 
keep the hospital question 
before the eyes of the 
public,” Mrs. Butler also feels 
that the Agnew, Peckham 
consultant should be given an 
opportunity to complete his 
study of the hospital’s role in 
regional hospital planning.
“Until we’ve given Agnew, 
Peckham time to bring for­
ward their • recom­
mendations,” she told The 
Review, “I don’t think we 
should take any action.”
“The role of the hospital,” 
she added, “is being defined 
as quickly as possible.”
Mrs. Butler explained that a 
meeting with the planning 
commission and Agnew, 
Peckham is scheduled for 
March 18. “At that meeting,” 
she said, “\ve expect to hear 




Mr., and.Mrs. Jake* Martens of 7114 Lucille Drive have 
retarnedifrqni a twp weeks’i holiday with Mrs. Martens parents 
at Palm Desert, California.
DOGSON 
Sidney Aid. Pat Merrett put 
a motion ' before council 
Monday evening that would 
see an escalating fine system 
being used against owners of 
dogs who allow their pets to 
run loose.
THE REN
“There are a number of 
people in this town,” said 
Merrett, “to whom a 
deterrant of $15 just isn’t 
enough—I would like to see 
the fine doubled for the second 
offence and then tripled for 
the third.”
The Grassroots Theatre Company 
Presents




ONE OF THE LARGEST 
aluminium boats ever built on 
Vancouver Island has been con­
structed by a Sidney firm. Shoreline 
Metalcraft built the 40 foot herring 
packer from a design by Mike Dunn. 
“There are five tons of aluminium in 
it,” said Nunn, owner of the firm. 
“The materials were supplied by the
Wilkinson Company of Vancouver.” 
There are four fish holds within the 
vessel as well as bow and transom 
air tanks. Approximately 35 tons of 
fish can be loaded aboard. Nunn 
designed and built the craft for 
Sidney resident John Young. (Studio 
West photo).
The True story of a man 
exiled In the wilderness 
and how he learns 
to survive
eaturing Dan Haggarty as Janies Adams 
’reduced by Charles E. Sellter, Jr.
Jirected by Richard Frtedenberg 
Screenplay by Larry Dobkin • Music by Thom Pace
RUtASED BY SUN CLASSIC PICTURESl? 1974
At Parkland School Sunday, March 2nd, 2 P.M. 
& 8 P.M. ADULTS 4.75 Children 75'
WOII1.P MAY ®F FMAYEM
“Become Perfectly One” is 
the focus for the 1975 World 
Day of Prayer on Friday, 
March 7. Approximately 3000 
communities across Canada 
and 170 countries around the 
world will be sharing this 
inter-denominational day of 
prayer and fellowship. This 
year the service was prepared 
in Egypt.
In Sidney a service will be 
held at St. Paul’s United 
Church, Fifth and Malaview 
at 2 p.m. Speaker will be Mrs. 
Bev Millar. A coffee hour will 
be held at close of the service. 
Men, women and children of 
all faiths are welcome.-
World Day of Prayer is 
sponsored in Canada by the 
Women’s Inter-Church 
Council, 77 Charles Street 
West, Toronto. The Council js 
made up of representatives 
from ten » Christia®'' 
denominations, the Y.W.C.A., 
the John Milton S ocie ty f or the
Blind in Canada, and the 
Armed Forces Chapel Guilds. 
Offerings from the World Day
of Prayer are used to support 
ecumenical programmes that 
meet human need,
CORDOVA BAY STORE
5150 CORDOVA BAY ROAD
10 A.M. - 5 P.M.
Tuesday to Saturday
POHERY, CERAMIC AND ARTISTS' SUPPLIES
Ceramichrome Glaze 

























PRICES EFFECTIVE THURS., FRI. & SAT.
ISLAND VIEW FREEZER LTD.
7005 E. Saanich Rd. 652-2411
New Store Hours 8-5 Monday Thru Sat
TRUCKS
.......
Tastefully designed, this six sleeper rear dinette unit 
gives the ultimate in drib driving comfort 20 feet from 
bumper to bumper, 94'' in width, 108" in heighth makes 
for comfortable driving. 350 cubic inch motor, with power 
steering and power brakes handles the 6040 pound dry
weight with ease and safety on dual rear wheels.
CARS
74 HONDA CIVIC 4-spd.
73 VEGA GT 4-spd.
73 CELICA ST auto




72 NOVA 6 auto., 
low miles
70 TOYOTA MK II 
2-door 4‘Speed
70 TOYOTA MK II
2-door Htp. auto.
74 FORD F250 V8 auto.,
74 FORD FlOO 4 x 4 
74 DODGE V8 auto..
Full Power
73 FORD FlOO V8 4 speed 
72 CHEV V8 auto., full power
72 DODGE 100 V8 auto., 
full power
71 FORD FlOO V8 auto.
69 FORD 1 Ton, Duals, auto 
74 GMC Half Ton V8 auto.
& Canopy
' I ' ' ' It' ■ . 'I'l f*' Ic l' ' ' ’ [ ' ' ' ■ ( I t ''''ll'-'! r ■ I ' i,) , i'' ' 11'. I ' ) ' ■ ■ ' » I .1’. . I I ' ! I ’ f , ij' J I ■ 'i i' ' ' i'' t ’il'# 'l' I I'ili I '
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2360 BEACON AVE., 656-4311 100% FINANCING 656-2821 D8156 SIDNEY
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Special to theSidney Review
Log Homes Make Comeback On Peninsula
WILLIAMS CABIN IS ONE OF THE PENINSULA’S 
OLDEST BUILDINGS.
Are you worried about the 
rising cost of building a home? 
Then why not revert to the 
time honored tradition of 
building a log cabin.
Bill Rhodes is doing exactly 
that. Working on the former 
Miss Williams property in 
Patricia Bay, which he now 
owns, Rhodes together with 
his father Roily has com­
menced work on a 1000 square 
foot log house which is sited 
directly behind the Williams 
cabin already on the property.
This cabin is one of the 
oldest structures on the 
Peninsula, so old in fact that 
no record of when it was built 
can be found. Unfortunately 
the building has deteriorated 
with age to the extent that it 
must be torn down.
“We had hoped to join our 
new structure right up to it,”
said Bill, “But the authorities 
would not permit it. The whole 
cabin would practically have 
to be rebuilt.”
As it was it took North 
Saanich a full six months to 
pass the plans for the new log 
cabin. During that time trees 
which had been felled on Bill’s 
father’s property on East 
Saanich Road, were 
seasoning.
“We left them a year,” said 
Bill.
Now working on weekends 
the two men are in the 
process of erecting the walls 
of the log cabin, using as a 
guide ‘every available book on 
the subject’.
“Our chain saw is our 
greatest helper,” grinned 
Roily.
Fibreglass insulation will 
be used to ‘chink’ the struc­
ture and field stones collected 
from tho Rhodes farm 
properly will be utilized in the 
building of a stone fireplace. 
Bill, who appears to ap­
preciate a traditional way of 
life, may also place a wood
and coal stove in the kitchen.
Building log structures is 
not a new enterprise for this 
father son team; they have 
already built a barn out of logs 
for their farm.
“Of course vou save on
materials,” says Bill, “But we 
also don’t take into account 
our own labor on this project. 
There are a lot of hours in­
volved.”
A number of other log 
homes are currently being 
built on the peninsula in­
cluding one on Downey Road. 
This is a larger structure than 
the Rhodes home and is set 
back from the road in a lovely 
woodland clearing. It is also 
being worked on by the owner 




Newcomers to the Town of 
Sidney and the District of 
North Saanich:
Mr. and Mrs. R.C. Maughn — 
Edmonton; Mr. and Mrs. L. 
Mullen — Didsbury, Alberta; 
Mr. and Mrs. I. Stackwell — 
Montreal; Mr. and Mrs. F. 
Werhun — Winnipeg; Mr. and 
Mrs.K.H. Travis — Okanagan 
Falls; Mr. and Mrs. W. Bush
— Montreal; Mr. and Mrs. L. 
Hill — Calgary; Mr. and Mrs. 
R. Jonks — Langley; Mr. and 
Mrs. L.K. Lynn — Edmonton; 
Mr. R. Shore — Dawson 
Creek; Mr. and Mrs. L. 
Moorby — St. Albert; Alberta; 
Mrs. V. Johnson — Calgary; 
Mr. and Mrs. G.F. Kelly — 
Delta; Mr. and Mrs. J. Hooper
— Edmonton; Mr. and Mrs. 
T.D. Thorson — Edmonton; 
Mr. and Mrs. D. Chapman — 
Beverbank, Nova Scotia; Mr. 
and Mrs. W.J. Smith — 
Scotland; Mrs. P. Day — 
Kelowna; Mr. and Mrs. M. 
Grant — Vancouver; Miss 
Alice Bishop — Banff ; Mr. and 
Mrs. D. Robinson — Ontario; 
sMr. and Mrs. G. Masson — 
Tasmania; Mrs. Y. O’Toole — 
Alberta; Mr. and Mrs. J. 
Heppner — Port Coquitlam; 
Mr. and Mrs. H. Towers — 
Enderby; Mr. and Mrs. R.J. 
Cambrey — Vancouver.
Help stamp out strangers — 
if a newcomer moves onto 
your street this week, please 
call Welcome Wagon Ltd. at 
385-1192 'or 656-2478 and the 
Welcome Wagon Hostess will 
call on them, bringing 
greetings and helpful in­
formation on schools, chur­
ches, shops and community 
facilities.

















LOG PUMPHOUSE ON THE MCCONNELL 
PROPERTY, DOWNEY ROAD.
BILL AND ROLLY RHODES SAY A CHAIN SAW IS THEIR GREATEST 
HELPER.
GUIDE WEEK CEREMONY
A colourful ceremony took 
place at the Central Saanich 
municipal hall grounds on 
Sunday, Feb. 16, when the 
Brownies, Guides and 
Rangers of Wpodwyn District 
held a flag raising ceremony 
to mark the beginning of 
World Thinking Week. The 
Canadian flag, the British 
Columbia flag and the Guides 
world flag were raised, 
following which Mr. Albert 
McCarthy, an elder of the 
Sliiggett Memorial Baptist 
Church gave an inspiring talk, 
his topic, based on the Scout 
and Guide motto “Be 
Prepared”, was “Be prepared 
now and always.”
Special guests included five
former Guides from the 
original 1st South Saanich 
company, including a 
lieutenant of that company 
and the three ladies who had 
been the colour party at the 
time the first company flag 
was dedicated in St. Stephen’s 
Church, where it is now “laid 
up”. Several former officers 
and commissioners of the 
Saanich District were also 
present. Following the 
ceremony everyone went to 
the Guide Hall at Brentwood 
for refreshments and camp­
fire, where all joined in 
-singing campfire songs. The 
sandwiches and small cakes 
had been made by the Guides 
and were most attractive, and
a special feature was a table 
with two large cakes very 
cleverly decorated by a 
Canada Cord Guide, Fiona 
Marshall, with the golden 
trefoil and our'National flags.
Announcing.....
The Arrival Of
THE NEW SPRING COLLECTION 
of SPORTS WEAR CO-ORDINATES 
by TAN-JAY - PARIS STAR - 
MR. TONI and EARL PICARD 
ALSO
LOVELY SPRING DRESSES 
and LOUNGE WEAR, etc.
MAGAZINES NEWS
plan to attend the SPRING 
FESTIVAL of FASHIONS Wed. 
March 5, 8 p.m. Brentwood
Elementary School. Tickets at 
Anna’s. Proceeds to Ruth Chapter 
No. 220. E.S.
Anna’s Fashions
7105 West Saanich Rd. 652-3143
ITOVIMI^ FRESH GRADE A IrUlllilliS WHOLE 1
CHICKEN .■ / V 1
KETCHUP. OZ
1 WESTERN M f^({;1 FAMILY
SALAD DRESSING |
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There are a few things 
you should know ahoirt 
the rent increase iimit.
SIDNEY




• Effective January 1, 1975, residential 
rent increases are iimited to 10,6% of 
the rent presently being charged. This 
rule applies to any dwelling containing 
two or more rented units, and will be 
administered by the Rent Review Com­
mission, The rule also applies to single 
family dwellings.
o Tenants can legally rofiise to pay any 
rent increase over the 10,6% limit, sub­
ject to the exceptions specified in the 
legislation. Tenants cannot be evicted 
for non payment of,illegal rent 
increases,
• There must be at least a twelve 
month interval between one rent 
increase and the next, and tenants 
must be given at least three months' 
notice of any rent increase.
• Questions relating to landlord-tenant 
matters other than rent Increases 
should bo directed to tho Office of the 
Ronlalsman, 525 Seymour Strool, Van­
couver, B.C, V6B 3H7. Telephone: 689- 
0811, Out of town, call collect.
• Notice of Rent Increase forms, sup­
plied to landlords by the Rent Review 
Commisfflon, must bn iisod Thnsn nrn 
tho only valid forms for notice of any 
rosidonlinl rent increaso.
SOHHE EXCEPTIONS:
• Half a duplex, when the owner lives in 
the other half (or basement suite, when 
the owner lives in the remainder of the 
house) is exempt from the 10,6% limit,
• Certain major renovations may 
entitle an owner to increase rents over 
the 10,6% limit, These improvements 
must have been started since May 3, 
1974, nnd do not include normal 
maintenance and repairs. Landlords 
may consult the Rent Review Commis­
sion for details, particularly if planning 
renovations which might justify rent 
increases.
• Residential premises being rented 
for tho first time on or after January 1, 
1974, are exempt from the 10,6% rent 
increase limit fora period of five years,
• Promises renting for more than $500 
per month are exempt from tho 10,6% 
increaso limit,
• Mobile homo pad rent increases may 
exceed 10,6%, but only If prior approval 
is rocoived from tho Rent Review Com­
mission,
Crepe Material








2 Assorted Colors & Lengths 2
udies Pullover
, Sleeveless Vests





100% Nylon 11 49 





1 Size Fit 4~»1 49 Adjustable With Stand 3il 49
Boys
T-Shirts
100% Stretch Nylon 
Machine Washable,







100% Nylon - 






12 X 12 - Bound Edges
49
Little Girls & Boys
T-Shirts
Ladies
It you hnvo qiioGlIono nboul roaldonllnl roni 
inemnnon, oontnet tho
Ronl Rovlow Commission 
P.O. Box 9600,
Vancouver, B.C.V6B 4G4 
Telephone: 609-9361
Out of town, cnil colinct.







Western, Nurse, Detective & Others
49
Girls Ladies
iBikini & Other Briefs
Our Own Regular Stock, 8-14,
White, Pink, #| il Q
iBIue, Mint 100% 4 ^ M
l">-<J P».
Spring Colors • 
2 Way Stretch 
S-M-L
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ALCOHOL IN SCHOOL — WHO MAKES THE DECISION? Groceries - Fruit ~ Vegetables
'Schools Will Smell Of Beer, Wine And Smoking' - Parrott OPEN FRIDAY NIGHTS TILL NINE
To drink or not to drink in 
district schools was once 
again the question of the week 
facing the Peninsula School 
Board.
A decision last week by the 
board to allow a wine and 
cheese party at a class 
reunion at North Saanich 
School Saturday, Mar. 29 was 
made in haste, Trustee 
Kubymay Parrott charged.
In a statement read lo the 
board Parrott said: “This 
board has always prided itself 
that it did not make decisions 
in isolation. When and if we 
made policy, either new policy 
or policy changes, they were 
made after consultation with
the people affected by that 
policy.”
She went on to say al the last 
meeting the board made a 
decision with little or no 
consulUition with the persons 
that will in a very large way 
be affected by that decision, 
namely the professional staff 
of the district.
She made a motion, which 
was defeated, that prior to the 
formulation of policy 
regarding the serving of 
alcoholic beverages in schools 
that all staff be circularized 
for their opinions.
Trustee Jack Armstrong 
said he couldn’t see any 
reason why the professional
staff should be involved.
Alcoholic beverages in the 
school would only be served in 
the evenings when students 
and staff would not be in the 
schools, Armstrong said.
“At night the schools are 
community centres for use by 
the public at large,” Arm­
strong added, explaining he 
didn’t think the professional 
staff would be any more in­
volved than anybody else.
Parrot said since the last 
meeting she had received a 
number of phone calls from 
the public saying they upheld 
her stand not to allow the 
serving of alcohol in the 
schools.
Chairman Norma Sealev
questioned w'hether il was 
really a matter which needed 
a policy or whether each case 
could be determined on its 
own merits,
Parrott said she thought a 
policy was necessary to 
establish guidelines and 
regulations. Then the ad­
ministration could deal with 
requests.
“I don’t think the board 
should spend time approving 
these kinds of requests,” she 
said.
Trustee Gerry Kristiansen 
said he was worried about how 
the board would go about 
getting a survey of people’s 
opinions.
“It’s a little like asking.
East Saanich Footpath To Protect Youngsters
would all the people who 
beieve in God please raise 
their hands,” said Kristian­
sen.
Parrott reiterated it is the 
teachers who should be 
consulted because it is they 
who will have to live with the 
consequences of the decision.
“It’s as if this is going to 
make the community into a 
bunch of drunks,” retorted 
Armstrong.
“Well the place will smell of 
beer, wine and smoking,” said 
Parrott, and the kids will say 
if their parents can do it, so 
can I.”
“They watch me do it every 
night,” exclaimed Armstrong.
Sealey said she was afraid it 
would just be the vocal 
minority who would make 
their feelings known.
with“We should stick 
making the decision our­
selves,” said Armstrong.
“Couldn’t we start with the 
sUiff?” asked Parrott.
“No!” chorused board 
members.
Trustee Lois Walsh said she 
didn’t believe the teachers 
know the community well 
enough to know how it feels 
about drinking in the schools.
She said she didn’t know 
either but she would be 
prepared to knock on doors 
to find out.
Trustee Harry Tobin said 
the board members could do a 
survey of the community and 
have a cocktail in each home.
The board decided to hold an 
informal meeting to discuss 
the matter further and to 
formulate policy.
SIDNEY CASH & CARRY
LTD.
Beacon Avenue Phone 656-1171
LEEWOOD CONTRACTORS
CONCRETE WATER PROOFING 
BASEMENTS-POOLS-PITS GUARANTEED 
RENOVATIONS - FREE ESTIMATES
6563881
. Before the school term ends 
this June, students travelling 
to Keating school along East 
Saanich Hoad will do so in 
comparative safety.
The result of an earlier 
petition by the Keating PTA, 
Central Saanich public works 
committee decided Monday to 
recommend construction of a 
footpath alongside the road 
from Stelly’s Cross Road to 
Central Saanich Road.
The footpath will be con­
structed on the west side of the 
road allowance at a cost of 
approximately $10,000 and will 
be separated from the
TOO EXPENSIVE SAYS ALDERMAN
Should Train Children
roadway by a yellow line and 
‘cat’s eyes.’
The request for the footpath 
was one of eight presented to 
Central Saanich earlier this 
year, all concerned with the 
safety of youngsters travelling 
to and from the school.
Only opposition to the 
committee motion came from 
Aid. Don MacLaurin, who 
argued that the path should be 




rather than the west, 
would be cheaper, he
When he w'as told this w'ould 
require children to cross East 
Saanich twice before reaching 
school, MacLaurin replied: 
“We should be able to train 
children. Children have got a 
lot to learn about using roads
__ there’s a lot yet to be done
in training....”
Education A Privilege Not A Right
Parents have to do their 
part in helping students learn 
the three R’s, Deep Cove 
school teacher Joan 
Neudecker said during a 
discussion at last weeks 
Peninsula School Board 
meeting.
Neudecker said it was not 
all the fault of the educational 
system if students were not 
progressing as they should in 
their understanding of the 
basic subjects.
' She said she drills her 
students for ten minutes a day 
in basic facts (such as the nine 
times table) but then she 
hopes parents will take over 
from there and continue to 
drill their children at home if 
they need the extra help.
“Teachers don’t have time 
to spend an hour a day drilling 
facts,” she said.
“The students have to 
decide they want to learn and 
their parents must help.”
She also mentioned that 
individual differences 
amongst students meant some 
children arc not ready for a 
concept at the same lime as 
others in the class.
“If they’re not ready for 
concept they can’t learn il,” 
she said,
“We shouldn’t be turning 
them loose in society then,” 
said Trustee Jack Armstrong.
Chairman Norma Sealey 
objected to Armstrong’s
statement and pointed out 
certain children do have 
earning disabilities. She felt 
testing was a subtle form of 
discrimination and not worth­
while.
“Perhaps some children 




(promoting a student with his
peers) and Trustee Gerry 
Kristiansen said the idea of 
moving a student up a grade 
before he has mastered basic 
concepts worried him.
Trustee Walter Tangye said 
the schools were creating an 
artificial environment in 
which there is no failure.
Kristiansen said there had 
tp be some way of determining 
what students know and that 
testing could be done in a
humq.n .w^y witFou t making .a
Student" te’eT dike '“social 
pariah.”
He said there was a time 
when social, sexual and 
religious behaviour was the 
responsibility of the home or 
church but now the school was 
assuming responsibility for 
these.... “and there just isn’t 
the lime.”
“Maybe we do have to get 
back to putting some of the 
responsibility in the home.”
Neudecker said education 
shold be thought of as “a 
privilege, not nece.ssarily a 
right.”
“It is the responsibility of 
the parent to make a child 
acceptable to learning,” she 
concluded.
He was also concerned 
about the possible setting of a 
precedent in providing the 
footpath. If the East Saanich 
path were approved, 
MacLaurin said, “Whenever 
children come out of houses, 
we’ve got to provide a foot­
path.”
Aid. Percy Lazarz explained 
that the costs of building on 
the west side would not really 
be that much more, because 
necessary drainage work will 
be combined with the footpath 
construction.
“The safety of youngsters 
along this thoroughfare needs 
consideration,’’ Lazarz 
claimed, adding that $10,000 
had been included in the 1975 
budget for this purpose.
The decision to recommend 
construction of the path to 
council was given unanimous 
approval by the committee.
In addition, the committee 
recommended that the 
department of highways be 
asked to carry out a traffic 
study on Keating Hill to 
determine if flashing warning 
lights should be installed, that 
cost study be made of 
provision of a foot path along 
Stelly’s Cross Road, and that 
the highways department Be 
approached with respect to 
provision of a pedestrian 
overpass across the Pat Bay 
Highway at Keating. 
Municipal Clerk- 
Administrator Fred^Durrand 
explained that he was meeting 
with department officials on 
Tuesday and would raise the 
subject of such an overpass.
Concluding discussion on 
the PTA’s requests, it was 
recommended that a ‘stop 
ahead’ warning sign be 
erected on Veyaness Road.
MacLaurin .wanted a cost 
estimate.
Twenty-five or 30 dollars, 
Lazarz replied, adding: “May 
I beg your indulgence for $25.”
SIDNEY TONSOIllAL EX- 
PERT Fred Thornton has 
allowed his own locks to grow 
a trifle.
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Served in the comfort 




\Ne can make 
your day...
123 OOROE ROAD EASiT ON HIOHWAYTA
DON'T DELAY
Tel. 1
Serving the Snanieh Penlnsuln since






We invite our friends and clients lo call into our 
Offices to arrange their Autoplan insurance I
SPARLING REAL ESTATE LTD.









OFF MCDONALD PARK ROAD
FRESH POULTRY AND 
PRODUCE DAILY
Specials Feb. 28th, Mar. i & 2 
FRESH:
Boiling Fowl............ ................  lb.
FRESH FROZEN:
Grade A Cornish Hens. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . each
Chicken Legs. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . lb. 4°^
Utility Fryers. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . lb. 75^
Grade A Medium Eggs. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . dz. 75^
Sunkist Oranges,. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12 for Sy
Tomatoes. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . lb. 59^
OPEN
656-1922
7 DAYS A WEEK 10 a.m.-6 p.m.
PHONE 656-6116
Slegg Brother’s Lumber Ltd
FEBRUARY MONTH END SPECIALS
CARPET SPECIALS
'Easy Living Level Loop. 12 Ft.| 










Castillian Vinyl Sheet Goods, (i 
Ft. Widths. :i Designs to Choose 
From. Regular $1.9.5 sq. yd.
ASPENITE PANELS





IxlxVi’’. Ideal for Rumpus{ 















Mist Design 1 IxHx 5 / Wl $1.19H ixsx:i/8 $'.1.55
Avocado - 1 IxSx 1 / 2 $1.15
Amber Design
55495 1 Ixx5/S8 IxKx’.l 1 .$■1.95 $6.95
$369
See Our Selections 
Of 25 Other Panels







We shall he pleased lo discuss your insurance 
requirements, issue registration and insurance 




2x lxK Utility Studs 






He lln. ft. 
I5c lin.fl.
R7 ■ 2V2 X 15 
Rolls Covers 
100 Sq. Ft /Roll
^7^^* Roll
Lisbon Design 
8 R- per Pkg.
»99
Pkg.
OPEN 10 - 4:30 I
OPEN 6 DAYS A WEEK
7:30 a-tn. to 5:30 p.ni. 
SIDNEY PHONE 656-1125
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PENINSULA TROUT FOR THE FRYING PAN’
“When 1 was younger, I 
used to fish the creeks around 
here,” Howard English told
The Review, explaining the 
two trout ponds on his
property that he keeps stix;ked 
for the young fishermen of a 
new generation.
"I think it’s a crime that 
creeks like Shady Creek
aren’t full of fish for kids lo 
bring home to a frying pan,” 
he went on adding that the 
peninsula creeks were no 
longer of any use to fishermen 
because with the develop-
bv MARY NORRIS 
Special to theSidney Review
ment, irrigation and pollution 
there were no decent-sized 
fish left in them.
The resident of a 10-acre 
farm in Central Saanich, 
Howard English has kept his
TROUT FISHING for peninsula 
Saanich by Howard English.
youngsters is provided in Central




SHOULD IT TAKE TO SELL A HOUSE?
It may take only a few days or it may take months. 
While some “luck” may be involved, it is usually in­
telligent planning and consistent effort that makes the 
difference.
All properties have a range of potential buyers who 
are “right” for them and if they are correctly ap­
praised and presented to those buyers, pleasing results 
must follow.
Of course some homes sell more readily than others 
because of natural advantages. They may have a style 
or be in an area that is currently in demand so that the 
number of potential buyers is much greater than for 
other properties.
But even if this is not tho case, a competent Realtor 
will recognize the property’s most saleable points and 
feature those in his selling efforLs. His task is to find the 
buyer seeking those particular features.
Home owners can help themselves by following the 
Realtor’s suggestions as to decorating or alterations. 
Perhaps a property’s “good points” can he con­
siderably enhanced at modest cost. As an outside 
expert in the marketing of homes ho is in the best 
position to guide the home owner.
SIDNEY TAXI AND TRANSPORTATION 
CO. LTD.
Fourteen district 
youngsters will lake part 
Monday, March 3, in zone 
play-offs for the C-FAX 
chess championship, spon­
sored by Canada Safeway and 
Sprite, at Keating Elementary 
School.
The peninsula school 
district is divided into two 
zones for the competitions, 
with the play-offs to determine 
winners in grades one through 
seven from Ifi elementary 
schools.
Winners will receive 
peninsula school district chess 
championship certificates and 
will also compete later with 
champions from Sooke and 
Victoria school districts for 
chess trophies.
Participants in the tourney 
will be:
Craih' 1 — Victor Cellarius 
(Saanichton) vs. Clynis Pope 
(Elk Lake), Grade 2 
Michael Rertoia (Deep Cove) 
vs, IdiilipWinram (Elk Lake), 
Grade 3 — Brian Richardson 
(Sidney)' vs. Christian Butler 
(l)urranc('). Grade *1 -
Michael Alexander (Brent­
wood) vs, Ivan Hunter 
(Beavei’ Lake), Grade ,3 -- 
LamonI L'l'icdrich (Salisbury) 
vs, David Sager (Cordova 
Bay), Grade 7 - Gordon 
Twigg (Keating) vs, Clive 
Saunders (Royal Dak).
ponds full of trout for about 16 
years in order to give the 
^ youngsters of the area an 
opportunity lo 'go fishing’ and 
come home with a prize.
“When we started the 
farm,” English explained to 
The Review, “1 made a pond 
and some of the kids brought 
in some fish — they shouldn’t 
have — but they did.”
“Later on I contacted the 
B.C. Game Dept, to put fish in 
the pools 1 had and also into 
other peoples’ pools.”
“We ended up with a club of 
10 of the farmers with about 
100 youngsters able to do a 
little fishing.”
“There’s still fishing in my 
pool,” he added, “but I’m not 
so sure about the other pools 
any more.
English said he has been a 
sport-fisherman since he was 
a boy — that he used to ride his 
bicycle out of Victoria to find 




“But now those streams are 
far less productive,” he said, 
“and it is due to the encroach­
ment of civilization and the 
degradation due to lack of 
proper care in maintaining 
their productive capacity.”
English went on to explain 
that although the pond fishing 
club no longer existed, 20-30 
youngsters still use his ponds 
in May and June, and usually 
have at least one fish to take 
. home.
“The youngsters keep a 
record of the size of fish and 
the type of lure that caught 
it,” he said.
The property has two ponds 
— one for raising the trout and 
one to fish from.
They are situated just a 
short distance from the far­
mhouse, and are beautifully 
located behind a stand of 
wind-breaking evergreens. On 
the day of the interview a 
mallard duck and drake 
paddled the fishing-pond — 
their home for the past seven 
years.
English explained how he 
gets the /ish, i^pw that the 
game'depkrtment has stopped 
supplying them.
“Initially we used to buy 
‘eyed eggs’,” he said, “then 
later we persuaded the 
government to give us fish. 
But soon they wanted out .of 
the deal because so many 
people were asking and then 
not letting the public in to 
fish.”
“We are now too busy to 
rear our own, so we buy from 
a commercial hatchery in 
Mission. We go up with a truck 
wilh fibreboard drums — and 
we can transport 1,000 fish 
that way if it is aerated and 
looked after carefully with ice 
and so on.”
HEALTHY SPORT 
“Everybody asks, ‘what do 
you make out of if,^”, but we 
get our kicks from seeing kids 
gel out and enjoy themselves 
with a go(xl clean, healthy 
sport,”
“If you can take hold of kids 
and give them healthy in- 
lerc^sls they won’t go the 
wrong route,” he said.
Howard English lakes groat 
pleasure in keeping his ponds 
slocked for young fishermen 
who might otherwise be 
deprived of the opportunity to 
cateh trout on Ihe iieninsiila. 
But he has also become very 
concerned and involved in 
conservation problems on a 
larger scale.
He has been active in many 
major conservation com­
mittees and boards, including 
being past director of the B.C. 
Wildlife Federation.
“There is nothing that is 
more important today than 
quality in the environment,” 
he said, “because we are 
losing it so fast.”
His main concern is to give 
people an opportunity to work 
on this major problem —- 
rather than just have them 
Uilk about it.
“Unless you get beyond the 
talking,” he said, “the 
problems won’t be solved.”
He talked about how he first 
became interested in 
providing fish for kids.
“Originally, I was trying to 
replace something in the 
environment that was lost,”
he said, “the quality of the 
environment had gone 
downhill.”
“The day of having lots of 
resources over the hill in a 
pioneer environment is gone,” 
he added, “we should not 
destroy these extremely 
valuable things.”
TURNED ON
“Getting people turned on to 
giving a little of their time and 
being concerned with these 
things is the only way we are 
gqjng tosave the quality of our 
environment and resources.”
“The kids fish in my pond 
and they will become aware of 
these things that have to be 
preserved,” English added, 
“they will be concerned with 
preserving those things that 





WITH A FLEET OF 40 CARS 
TO SERVE YOU BEHER
RENT-A-CAR
THE 24 HOUR U-DRIVE SERVICE
386-3368
SERVING THE SAANICH PENINSULA 
SINCE 1900




WED. EVENING & SUNDAY LUNCH 
ONLY
RESERVE EARLY FOR WEEKEND 
656-3541
DEEP COVE CHALET










TENDER FOR LEASING 
AGRICULTURAL LAND AT 
VICTORIA INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT
Approximately 315 acres of 
agricultural land are
available for lease at ’Victoria 
International Airport. Terms 
of leases, commencing April 1, 
1075, will be five years. 
Tender documents and
specifications may be ob­
tained free of charge from the 
address below.
Sealed and marked tenders 
will be received up to 3:00 











One of Canada's lending independent 
boarding schools. Shnwnigan prepares 
its graduates lo meet the demands of a 
rapidly changing world hy stressing 
that ediicalion, should encompass all 
aspects of young person's development. 
Scholarships are awarded for ex­
ceptional academic ability on the basis 




For Boys Fntcriiifi Grades K-12 In Sept.
VAI-UK: Five worth |2,'2fl0, nnd three worth $1,(100, 
Additional scholnrshlps will he awarded If there are 
more than six outstanding candidates. The scholar- 
ships are renewable annually subject to the can­
didate's performance and attitude.
In addition to meeting all the schoors entrance 
re(|ulrements candidates must write two papers, 
one In Mathematics, the other In Fngllsh, written 
at the school on the following dates:
Saturday, March 8, 1975
IGir hoys entering firadn H In Sept., 1075
Saturday, April 12,1975
For htrys enlering tirade 0 In Sept..., 1075
Saturday, May 10,1975
For hoys entering tirades 10,11 and 12 In .Sept, 1075 
For further Informnllon, contact; 
Tllli DlIllOCTOll OK ADMISSIONS, 




Uaiuida. Teloplion® <664) 74.'l-55in
STAN’S Se
MONTH END SPECIALS




UHYALF, .VSST l) (’Ol,.
95
Jumbo Toweis 69'

























BETTEll BUY 14 OZ.
Beans & Pork 3/89*
MARTINS “PURE’’
Apple Juice 48 OZ. 594
Lettuce 2/39
Potatoes ■"








X-Rib Roasts wV V |
Chuck Steak 791.
Ground Beef 2
CANADA ( IIOICE A-l
Hinds of Beef $-109iL1 1
CANADA ( IIOICE A-l
Sides of Beef 89i
WATCH FOB MORE IN - SPORE Hl'EUIALS
ASK AROUTOUR PAY AHEAD PLAN AND 
SAVE 5 PER CENT .
STAN ’$
FOOD CENTRE
WE RESEItVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT OUANTniF.H.
2471 BEACON AVENUE 656-1731
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SENIOR DRIVERS GET SPECIAL TESTING
VVlio says you can'I drive 
when you are over fiO ... or 
over 5)0 lor that matter.
A Ol) year old Sidney woman 
recently passed a drivers’ lest 
in Sidney for drivers over Ol) 
years of age.
Howard Bussey, driver 
examiner with the Motor
Vehicle Braneh said that 
al)oul 5)0 per cent of the senior 
citizens called in do pass the 
lest.
“Anyone over the age of 05) 
can be called in and the older 
you get the more often you are 
checked,” said Bussey.
lie said the purpose of the
TENDER FOR LEASING 
AGRICULTURAL LAND AT 
VICTORIA INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT
Apiu’oxiniately 5)15 acres of 
agriciiltiiral land are 
available for lease at V'ictoria 
International Airport. Terms 
of leases, commencing April 1, 
11)7.'), will be five years. 
Tender documents and 
specifications may be ob- 
Uuned free of charge from the 
address below.
Sealed and marked tenders 
will be received up to If;00 










ON THE SIDNEY WHARF FOOT OF BEACONj
I SUPER SPECIAL
1 WHITING FILLETS 901b
1 Sockeye Salmon41b. 11 “THE OCEAN FEAST” I









I THE IDEAL WINTER SALAD
$100 1 JL LB. 1





Take the whole family to Sunday dinner at 
the Sherwood Dining Room, Little people 
will love Tony Eng's free magic shows and 
the special 'Robin Hood' menu. All kinds of 
fun and tasty treats, with kids' dinners as 
low as 95c (and that's tho kind of magic 
mom and dad appreciate too,)
2 Free Shows ovory Sunday. 
For roservations, phono 386-1422.
Shefwood (B ^arkflnn
Wo ci\n mnho 
your day . .,
ia:i fidiua iui.M) i;asi',()N iiKiiiWAV ia, viciouia, ii,i'..
testing was to assess whether 
anyone was driving 
dangerously and to ensure 
alertness and the physical 
capability of an older driver.
“We are trying to educate 
people not trying to take their 
licence from them,” he said.
Sidney is the only area 
where driver examiners are 
sent to the people, with tho 
exception of occasional testing 
done in Ganges and Sooke. 
Most testing for the lower 
Island is done in Victoria.
“We know' a lot of elderly 
Sidney drivers do not like to 
drive into Victoria so we come 
out here,” he said.
Testing during the fall, 
winter and spring is done 
monthly at the Margaret 
Vaughan-Birch Hall on Fourth 
Street by appointment. An 
examiner will come out for a 
week at a time, Bussey said.
The test includes checking 
driver’s licence, vehicle 
registration and insurance, 
identification of road signs, 
an eye test and a practical 
demonstration of driving 
ability. The senior driver is 
also given a medical form 
which must be filled out and 
sent in by a physician.
Bussey said the road test 
takes about 10 minutes and the 
driver is told it is simply “a 
test of your normal safe 
driving.”
He said an examiner tries to 
put the driver at ease by 
assuring him that no one is 
trying to trick him. Street 
names are not used to avoid 
confusion and a driver is 
simply asked to turn at the 
first or second intersection.
An examiner watches to see 
the driver is obeying all lights 
and traffic signals, is looking 
back while reversing, turns 
into the correct lane and is 
able to parallel park, Bussey 
said.
He explained that if a driver 
fails the test his ■ licence is 
lifted and he is issued an in­
structional permit. He must 
then wait a week to take the 
test again. If the test is failed a 
second time the driver is 
asked to take lessons from a 
professional driving school.
“We try to get them to really 
work on their driving,” he 
said.
He added that occasionally 
a driver’s licence is lifted until 
the driver has a professional 
eye test.
“We rely on profes­
sionals to assess a person’s 
health and eyesight,” he 
explained.
Bussey said that in the years 
he has been testing drivers he 
has been involved in only the 
odd minor accident and has 
had only a few scares where 
he has had to take control.
IBB
ENDS SATURDAY, MARCH 1st 
GREAT SAVINGS
WOOLS — GIFTS ~ NOVELTIES
iTIie Tliosiglit Sfeop
PREPARING TO TAKE A DRIVER’S TEST, 
Jimmy Allen, Seventh Street, Sidney, says he’s 
been driving for over 64 years and, “I haven’t bent 
a fender yet.”
SIDNEY RECREATION
28 at 7 p.m.Recreation information is 
available on Mondays and 
Wednesdays from 10 -12 noon. 
Answering service is also 
provided on Tuesdays from 2 - 
4 p.m. and 7 - 8 p.m. Wed­
nesdays and Fridays from 7-9 
p.m. Telephone number is 656- 
4914.
Winner of “four-corner” 
game at Saturday roller 
skating last week was Paul 
Rempal.
There is still time to register 
for ladies’ yoga, (Wednesdays 
at 9:30 a.m.), and boys (8-12 
years) basketball, Wed­
nesdays at 4:15 p.m. — both, 
scheduled at Sanscha. With 
Mrs. Ann White instructing 
the yoga class, and RCv. Ed 
Harper instructing the boys’ 
basketball, all participants 
should find the courses very 
worthwhile.
Extra sessions of badminton 
and table tennis will be 
arranged for late March and 
during the month of April if 
sufficient interest is shown. 
Please contact your instructor 
if you are interested.
Registrations are also being 
received for an extra four- 
sessions for the exploring art 
group which meets on 
Tuesdays under Mrs. Ellgood. 
This activity is for 6-10, year 
olds.
Tennis enthusiasts are 
asked to note that a two-day 
tennis clinic has been planned 
for April 12 and 13. Gordon 
Hartley will be head in­
structor. Watch for an­






develope a track and field 
group in Sidney brought 
forward one volunteer 
Anyone interested who was 
not aware that plans for this 
activity are being in­
vestigated, is asked to contact 
Sidney recreation office for 
information.
Meetings being held this 
week are: peninsula baseball 
league on Wenesday at 7:30 
p.m. and Sanscha annual 
meeting on Thursday at 
Sanscha. There is still time to 
purchase a membership and 
take an active interest in the 
operating and activities which 
take place at Sanscha. For 
further information 656-1063.
Junior leaders will be in­
vited to attend the table tennis 




One North Saanich truck 
and crew have been employed 
nearly full time on road 
patching and culvert cleaning. 
This has included 80 tons of 
asphalt during January.
Another truck is spending 50 
per eent of the time installing 
new culverts; these same 
■ trucks carry out sanding of 
roads which at this time of 
year can be a once a day job 
on Land’s End, McTavish, 
Dean Park and Chalet Roads.
Wed. 26 0525 11.3 1105 6.2 1645 10,0 2305 3,2
Thur. 27 0550 11.4 1155 5.0 1745 9.9 2350 4,2
Fri. 28 0625 11,4 1240 4.1 1905 9.7
Sat, 1 0035 5.4 0645 11.2 1335 3.3 2020 9.6
Sun. 2 0123 6.5 0715 11,0 1415 2.9 2145 9,5
Mon, 3 0225 7,6 0800 10.6 1520 2.8 2300 9,7
Tuo. 4 0330 8.4 0840 10,1 1620 2.9
Wed. 5 0045 9.9 0520 8,8 0940 9.6 1715 3,1
WEATHER
Supplied by Die Atmospheric 
Environment Service lor the week 
endinfi Fob. 23,
Moximum Tomp, (Fob. 23) 













Tlie followinfi is tho 
motoroloriical (or tho wook onclinci 
Fob. 23lurnishecl by tho Research 
Station, Sidney,
Maximum Temp. (Fob, 23) 
Minimum Temp. (Fob, 21) 



















Ours remain the same
Come to Mr. Mikes
FOR SUNDAY DINNER
7 OZ. SIRLOIN STEAK
Honip Bakpd Potato 
Salad With Ulioico ol Drosshift 
Oiir Own (iarlic Broad
$069I'oi' Only ^
BEACON PLAZA SIDNEY
7167 West Saanich Road
652-3612
(NEXT TO THE POST OFFICE)











"YOUR HOME ENTERTAINMENT CENTRE"
2363 BEACON AVE. 656-3012
Not aU R.R.S.P’s
are alike.
Consider die Toronto Dominion 
Retirement Savings Deposit.
ThcTD RSD is a hank deposit. That’s the big differ­
ence. Its attractive interest rate is adjusted twice yearly to 
match that of the TD five-year Certificate of Deposit. And you 
never have to worry about fluctuations in the market value 
of stocks and bonds as you would with some other R.R.S.P.’s. 
Finally, there’s no interest penalty for deregistering your 
TD RSD at any time.
As with all R.R.S.P.’s, eligible annual contributions are 
deductible from your current taxable income - up to .$4,000 in 
some cnscs. So depending on your circumstances, the 1974 
income lax you defer can be substantial.
For example, if you’re an Ontario resident earning 
$15,000per year, have a spouse without an earned income, 
two children under 16, and no company pension plan, you’re 
allowecl ro contribute $.5,000 to a TD RSD. A $3,000 reduction 
in your taxable income will result in a current year tax deferral 
of $1,024!
Thiir same person contributing 5'’i of their earned income 
to a company pension plan can contribute up to $1,750 and 
make a 1974 tax savings of $600.
Yoiir TD Manager is the person to ask about a TD Retire­
ment Savings IX'posit. You'll get all the iacts, and you’ll he 
pleased to know that you ean start for as little as $250 with 
eontrilintions of $100 or more whenever ycni wish, But hurry, 
March l.st, P^75 is tho deadline for thi’ 1674 tax year.
lOk'^^tSiO ITS TIME IS NOW.
Toronto Dominion
tho bank whoro poopio make tho difforonco
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EVANGELICAL
EEld.OWSHlF
The' Wonioii’s Evangelical 
Fellowship o! Canada will hold 
their day ol prayer on Friday, 
March 7 at VdiO p.rn, in the 
lU'thel Baptist Chureh.
Mrs. John Taylor, of Camp 
Inuuiene, will be the leader; 
Mrs. Stewart, of Victoria, the 
speaker and Mrs. Feter 
Smith, soloist.
All ladies are invited to a 
time of inspiration and 
fellowship.
SIDNEY T.O.P.S.
Owing to the lockout at the 
Kinsmen Health Centre, 
members of Sidney T.O.F.S. 
No. 401 met last week at the 
home of Leader Chris 
Drytidale. Joeie, with a weight 
loss of O'- lbs., was winner of 
the fruit basket. Fractice for 
participation in the F.R.D. to 
be held in Victoria in April 
was held with 15 members in 
attendance.
mother-daughter banquet held 
on Monday, Fob. 17, at 
Sluggett Memorial Baptist 
Chureh.
The girls, aged between 7 
and 12, made very dainty and 
attractive floral corsages 
which were presented to their 
appreciative mothers and 
grandmothers at Ihe banquet. 
After everyone had well 
feasted and enjoyed being 
waited on by a voluntary 
group of young people they 
adjourned upstairs to listen to 
the girls entertain the more 
mature members present, 
with some excellent singing.
The climax of the evening 
came when Mrs. Holmes gave 
an excellent message on “A 
Receipe for Happiness.”
PENINSULA CLUBS
the Flayers plus any 
prospective members, so if 
you have been thinking you 
would like to be involved in 
“community theatre’ this is 
your invitation to come along. 
Besides the many things 
scheduled for the coming 
season, and the production of 




The women’s auxiliary to 
Rest Haven Hospital held its 
regular monthly and annual 
meetings in the hospital 
lounge on Wednesday, Feb. 19 
at 10 a.m. Twenty-four 
members and two visitors 
were' present.
The annual reports were 
presented by the various 
conveners and each showed 
another most successful year. 
The auxiliary was pleased to 
be able to purchase two 
sanitizers for the hospital this 
year.
The following officers were 
elected to serve for the coming 
year.; president - Mrs. F. 
Wolnick - re-elected, 1st vice- 
president - Mrs. J.L. Gray, 
2nd vice-president - Mrs. J.L. 
Cunliffc, recording secretary - 
Mrs. R. Shearer, 
corresponding secretary - 
Mrs. E.N. Parker, and 
treasurer - Mrs. W.W. Gard­
ner - re-elected.
At the close of the meetings 
a delicious luncheon was 
provided for auxiliary 
m’enibers by the hospital.
The next meeting will be 
held March 12 at the new trial 




attended an excellent banquet 
hosted by the ladies of the 




The Saanich peninsula 
chapter. Full Gospel 
Businessmen’s Fellowship 
International, will hold a 
dinner meeting on Saturday, 
March 1, at 6:30 p.m in the 
Sidney Travelodge. Guest- 
speaker will be Jim Guhlke, 
Seattle, Wash. Guhlke is a 
Seattle businessman in land 
investment and vice-president 
of the Seattle chapter. Since 
he became involved with the 
F.G.B.M.F.I. he has traveled 
extensively in Europe and the 
Orient on F.G.B.M.F. airlifts. 
He hopes to be accompanied 
by Soren Sorensen, a com­
mercial fisherman from 
Alaska.
A breakfast meeting will be 
held Saturday, March 15, at 
7:30 a.m. at the Travelodge 
and a prayer meeting on 
Monday, Feb. 24 at 8:00 p.m. 
at the house of Bert ter Mors, 
10105 Pleasant St., Sidney.
For information phone: 656- 




Rehearsals are well un­
derway for the Peninsula 
Players spring production of 
THE MOUSETRAP. The very 
famous Agatha Christie 
mystery play has been run­
ning on the London, England 
stage for 23 years, and still 
playing to full houses.
This ambitious production is 
being directed and produced 
by the man and wife team of 
Jacqui and Waynd Coulson 
and will be presented at the 
Parkland Secondary School on 
April 24, 25, 26,
Friday evening at 7:30 in 
Sidney Elementary School is 
set for a general meeting of all
O.A.P.O.
About seventy members of 
the O.A.P.O. enjoyed a 
pleasant afternoon of social 
bingo at the senior citizens’ 
activity centre on Thursday, 
Feb. 20.
Jack Young, convener, 
acted as caller and Jack
Rogers, Bill Booth and Bert 
Boslier were floormen and 
card I'heckers. Winners of the 
various games included Mrs. 
I. Raweliffe (twice), Mrs. A. 
Bushey, Mrs. J. Gaul, Mrs. 11. 
Clifton. Ted Holloway, John 
Pow, and Mrs. A. Slater.
The regular meeting of 
branch No. 25 will be held on 
March 6 at 1:30 p.m. in the 
centre. Mrs. Lilian Browne, 
provincial president of the 
O.A.P.O. will be guest 
sjx'aker. All members and 
visitors are welcome.
PIONEER SOCIETY
The Saanich Pioneer Society 
held their annual meeting and 
election of officers at the
pioneer log cabin on Monday, 
Feb. 17. President Willard 
Michell gave a very com­
prehensive report of the 
year’s activities, following 
which Mr. Stuart Stoddart 
conducted the election. Mr. 
Willard Michell was again 
returned as president and Mr. 
David Scholes was elected 
vice-president. Directors are 
Mrs. Lome Thomson, Mrs. 
R.L. Fitchie, Mr. Lawrence 
Hafer, Mr. A.E. Longland and 
Mr. Maurice Tubman.
It was reported tlu\t the 
fireplace has now been 
repaired, and Mr. Jack 
Crowwley was thanked for his 
donation of the bricks for the 
work. President Michell 
reported that several artifacts 
had been received from Lord 
Rodney’s estate, and a letter 
of thanks will be sent.
OBITUARIES
FRANCIS
Claude in Sidney, B.C. on 
February 21st, 1975. Born
March 27th, 1897, Leicester, 
Leicestershire, England. He 
served in W.’W. 1 with B.C. 
Horse and Leicestershire Reg. 
He was a member of Masonic 
Camosun Lodge the R.C.L. 
Branch No. 37, the A.N. and A. 
No. 302. He was predeceased 
by a son, Claude, 1943. Mr. 
Francis is survived by his 
loving wife Mary, at the 
residence, 10108 Bowerbank 
Rd., a daughter Marion 
Haynes of England, a step-son 
and daughter-in-law, John and 
Dorothy Page, Victoria, 10 
grandchildren, 7 great­
grandchildren and a brother 
Len of Nanaimo.
Private service. Flowers 
declined with thanks. 
Donations may be made to the 
B.C. Cancer Society 857 
Caledonia Ave. Arrangements 
by the Memorial Society of 
B.C. arid First Memorial 
Services Ltd.
PELKEY
At Rest Haven Hospital, 
Sidney, B.C. on February 21, 
1975. Mr. Phillip Pelkey, aged 
81 years, born in West 
Saanich, B.C. and had been 
residing with his grandson 
Michael Gabriel, 7236 Peden 
Lane, Brenlwoo<i. B.C. He 
leaves his son, Joseph Pelkey, 
West Saanich. B.C.; daughter 
Mrs. Rose Gabriel, Victoria, 
B.C.; grandchildren; brother, 
Albert Pelkey, East Saanich, 
B.C.; sister, Mrs. Elsie 
Claxton, East Saanich, B.C.; 
nieces and nephews.
Prayers were offered in the 
Sands Funeral Chapel of 
Roses, Sidney, B.C. on 
Monday, February 24th, 1975 
at 8:00 p.m. Mass was 
celebrated'in Our Lady of the 
Assumption Church, West 
Saanich Road on Tuesday, 
February 25th, 1975 at 10:00 
a.m. Rev. Father William 
Mudge 'celebrant. Interment 
in the East Saanich Cemetery.
BRENTWOOD TOI’S
Several new members have 
joined Brentwood TOPS 
during the past month, and 
two contests now on the go are 
disigned to be an added in­
centive to lose weight. 
Dorothy Douglas was named 
Queen of the Month of 
January, and a six weeks’ 
charm was won by Margaret 
Harris, a KOPS member. 
Provincial recognition day 
will be held in Victoria on 
April 19, when several KOPS 
from the Brentwood club will 
graduate. For information 
regarding membership, phone 
Lea King at 6.52-3114, or attend 
one of the meetings which are 
held every Monday evening at 
7:30 in the Brentwood United

















SR Soccer League Indoor Practices at 4 
p.m. and .5:15 p.m.
North Saanich Dog Obedience Club 7 p.m. 
SR Ladies’ Keep Fit 9 a.m.
Rae Burns’ Dance Studio 1:3() to 8 p.m. 
Sanscha Annual Meeting 8 p.m.
Clubhouse: SR Creative Tots 9:30 a.m.
SR Ifoller Skating, Sidney Elementary 
School students 1:30 p.m.
R, Burns Dance Studio 1:30 - 9 p.m. 
Clubhouse: Sidney Teen Activity Group 
7:30 p.m.
North Saanich Rod and Gun Club (Jr. 
Secti(in) 9 a.m.
SR Children’s Roller Skating (11 yr. and 
under). Doors open 10:45 a.m. 
f’lubhouse; SR Sidney Toon Activity 
Group 7:30 p.m.
Sanscha Flea Market. Doors open 1 p.m. 
Rae Burns’ Dance Studio 1:30 - 7:45 p.m. 
Saanich Peninsula Arts' nnd Crafts Club 
Meeting 8 p.m.
Kinsmen Bingo, Doors open at 7 p.m.
SB 'I'eeen Badminton at N, Saanich School 
7 p.m,
SB Adult Badminton 1 p.m.
SB Junior Badminton 3:15 p.m,
SB Agrarian Bugby Team indoor practice 
a I 6:15 p.m.
SB Men’s Floor Hockey 11 p.m,
SB Ladies’ Ke('p V\\ 9 a.m,
Bae Burns’ Dance Studio 1:30 - 9 p.m. 
(’lubhous(': Sr Creative Tots’ 9:30 a.m.
SB Exploring art (6-10 years) 3:15 p.m. 
SB ^’-Gymn Classes at Sidney Elementary 
School a I 4:15 and 5:15 p, m,
SB 5’oga 9:30 a.m,
SB Soccer League Indoor practice 5:15 
l),m.
SB Adult Badminton 7:311 p.m,
Bac' Burns’ Dance School 1:30 - 9 p.m, 
(’lubhouse; Senior (’eraniics and Pottery 
Group 10 a.m, ■ 3 p.m,
SB Sidney Teen Activily Group 7:30 p.m.
MAKING HISTORY:
AN ANTHOLOGY OF 
BRITISH COLUMBIA
by Millicent A. Lindo 
A collection of personal 
recollections, short poems and 
art work with historical slant, 
development of local com­
munities, history of well- 
known landmarks, articles on 
groups or outstanding people 
or families who have helped in 
community development. The 
dust jacket of this book 
features a beautiful water­
colour drawing of the B.C. flag 
with a cluster of Dogwood by 
Nora Elliott.




There were no injuries in a 
two-car collision on the Pat 
Bay Highway at McDonald 
Park Road on Feb. 13, Sidney 
RCMP reported,
A vehicle, driven by D’Arcy 
La Coste, 10612 McDonald 
Park Rd., pulled onto the 
highway in front of a vehicle 
driven by Horst Schiewe of 
Richmond, B.C., police said.
Damage to the Schiewe 
vehicle was estimated at 
$1,000 and damage to the La 




North Saanich is placing an 
order for a special $1,065,75 
portable two way radio. It will 
be used by the fire depart­
ment,
“I hope it arrives before we 
have the first fire on llortli 
Hill,” remarked one council 
wit.
S. Owen indicates: “You will 
be moved to sympathy, anger, 
laughter or to nodding 
agreement by the memories 
which these gifted writers, 
poets, artists are sharing with 
you. The theme of this 
collection does not lose sight of 
the imprint that yesterday 
leaves upon today or 
tomorrow — you will see in 
perspective the present and 
future inevitably shaped and 
given meaning by past events 
that forever influence our 
lives. I commend the con­
tributors of this book and I 
recommend it to all who love 
British Columbia.”
Those who enjoy a nostalgic 
and homespun look into the 
past of our province will find 



















1 MARCH, 1975 
DOORS OPEN 
AT 9A.M.
ALL I’BOCEEDS TO 









DESKS — DESKS 
STUDENTS DESKS *49“ up
ALSO EXECUTIVE & 
SALES DESKS
BUY DIRECT FROM 
MANUFACTURER
Precision Wood Products
9:30 a.m. Carpet Bowling 
10 a.m. Liquid Embroidery 
Noon. Imnch
1 p.m. Dressmaking - Bridge - Beadwork 
7 p.m. Crib
10 a.m. Needlepoint - Keep fit - Quilting 
Noon. Lunch
1:30 Stretch & Sew - Knitting
2 p.m. Jacko
1 p.m. to 4 p.m. Open for Drop-ins.
1 p.m. to 4 p.m. Open for Drop-ins 
10 a.m. Quilting - Ceramics - Health 
Course 
Noon Lunch
1 p.m. French - Ceramics
2 p.m. Films
10 a.m. Oil Painting - Serenaders practice 
Noon, Lunch
1 p.m. Watercolours - Oils 
1:15 p.m. Whist 
7 p.m. Shuffleboard 
10 a.m. Rug Hooking - Novelties 
10::i0 a.m. Mah-jongg
Noon Hot Dinner
2 p.m. Concert with John Dunbar 
7 p.m. Evening Cards.
DAILY. Horseshoes - Cards - Shuffleboard. Morning coffee and 
afternoon tea served every day Mon. to Fri. with a special Hot 
Dinner each Wed. Senior Citizens of the district and visitors 
welcome.
Fri. Feb. 28
Sat. Mar. 1st 
Sun. Mar. 2 
Mon. Mar. 3
T’ues. Mar. 4
|)ro\i(les spacious lu'u 
accommodation \N'ith fully 
ci|uippcd kitclicns, cal)Ic 
'r\', phone, free parking 
and \ icw balconies. .All this 
foi' $IS.OO single and .$1.00 
|)cr additional guest with 
complimenlarv coff('e and 
tea ser\ice for your added 
enjoyim'iit. On your next 
visit to X’ancouver stay 
downtown at the Mayfair 
Hotel located at llornhy 
and Roltson Streets.
Eor reservations, write to :
THE MAYFAIR HOTEL





MILLS ROAD, SIDNEY, B.C.
Initiation Night 
Saturday, March 1st. 
“The Organa ires’ ’
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BEFORE 5 PM. MONDAY
REVIEW
CLASSIFIEDS
deadline:: 5 p.m. Monday’for 
insertion same week.
KATES - Sixteen words $1.50; 
(minimum charge) .25c for each 
additional four words
CLASSIFICATIONS
1. Ileal Estate E’or Sale
2. Real Estate Wanted To Buy
3. Real Estate For Rent
A. Real Estate Wanted To Rent
5. Help Wanted
6. -Work Wanteti •
7. Home Services and E:c|uipmcnt 
For Sale
8. Home Services and Equipment 
Wanted
9. Autos and Boats for Sale 














PANORAMIC SEA VIEW 
Experimental Farm slope. I'/g 
year old custom built home. 
Features: 3 bedrooms, bright 
spacious living room, IV2 
baths, separate dining room, 
den, and full roughed-in 
basement. Quality materials 
throughout. Attractively 






.71 of an acre. Treed lot in a 




2.09 acres of treed land. 
Seclusion, yet close to 
school. $35,000.
LIGHT HOUSEKEEPING room 
in private home. Separate en­
trance and extension telephone. 
No pets. For information 656- 
5605. 9-1
PAIR OF MEN'S 







Commercial area of ap­
proximately 760 square feet at 9779 
4th St., Sidney. Ground floor 
location, complete with carpeting, 
light fixtures, washroom facilities, 
and heat is supplied. Suitable tor 
offices, retail-wholesale outlet, or 
service function with lease terms 
available. Apply Ste. 304-9775 4th 
St., or Capital Region Agencies 










FIRESIDE LOGS - will burn for 
an average of 3 hours. 99c each. 




furnished. Singles or doubles. 9601 
Seventh St. 656-1755. 3-tf
BRENTWOOD BAY 
Housekeeping room. $85.00. 652- 
2505. 4-tf
1965 I.H.C. Model4()4 










610 ALPHA ST 
384-0541
ONE OR TWO BEDROOM suite, 
for mother and seven-year-old son. 
656-2194. 9-1
TURN RIGHT AT 
MAYFAIR SHOPPING 
MALL
BINGO K OF P HALL 8 p.m. 
every Thursday. Everybody 
welcome. Ilf
GENERAL MEETING and 
election of a Board of Directors 
for the Saanich Peninsula 
Resources Society, Wednesday, 
Feb. 26, 7:30 p.m. in the Common 
Room of North Saanich Junior 
Secondary School. All members 
and interested persons are 
requested to attend. 9-1
ORGANIC GARDENING club 
meets Tuesday, March 4, at 8 p.m. 
St. John's Hall across from Deep 
Cove School, West Saanich 
Road. 91
"EVANGELICAL WOMAN'S Day 
ot Prayer," Friday, March 7th. 
7:30 p.m. Sidney Bible Chapel, 





YOUNG COUPLE With infant 
child would like to renl 2-3 bdrm., 
home Sidney - N. Saanich area. 
Effective April 1, 1975. Permanent 
job. Excellent references. Phone 
656-5837. 8-2
OLD, SAWDUST horse manure. 
Sl.OOper sack delivered. Minimum 
5 sacks. $10.00 per pick up load 
delivered. Evenings 656-2357 Days 
652-3553. 8-4
MARRIED COUPLE LOOKING
for two Bdrm. house to leave 
before March 1st, or sooner. Would 
like house to be in Sidney - Saanich 
area. Excellent references, per­
manent job. 656-5606anytime. 2-tf
PROPERTY RENT?
Why not list our house or apart­
ment with Homehunters? We are a 
rental agency and have many 
clients looking for rental 
properties throughout this area. 
We supply screened tenants at no 
charge to you. Call: Homehunters 
of Canada. 1394 Hillside, Victoria. 
Phone 598-5101 7-4
ARCHER - WEISNER 













YOU CAN SELL AVON full-time 
or part-time! As an Avon 
Representative you can schedule 
your own working hours. Make the 
most of a real earning opportunity 
by selling quality products right in 
your own community. Call Now: 
38'4-7345............ 9-1









Creditors and others having 
claims against the estate of 
JOSEPH EDWARD 
LEJEUNE, deceased, late of 
the Town of Sidney, B.C., are 
hereby required to send full 
particulars of such claims to 
the undersigned Executor, 
2277 Central Avenue, Victoria, 
B.C., on or before the 31st day 
(3f March, 1975, after which 
date the assets of the said 
estate will be distributed, 
having regard only to claims 
that have been received.




Application for a 
Water Licence
I, Lawrence M.. and 
Claudia D. Westbrook of 
6146 Old West Saanich 
Road, Victoria, B.C. 
hereby apply to the 
Comptroller of Water 
Rights for a licence to 
divert and use water out of 
Graham Creek which flows 
north and discharges into 
Hagan Creek and give 
notice of my application to 
all persons affected.
The point of diversion 
will be located at SW 
corner Lot 13 Sec. 79, PI. 
2441.
The quantity of water to 
be diverted and stored is 1. 
ac. ft. per annum.
The purpose for which 
the water will be used is 
irrigation.
The land on which the 
water will be used is Lot 13 
of Sec. 79, Lake District, 
Plan 2441.
A copy of this application 
was posted on the 10 th 
December, 1974 at the 
proposed point of diversion 
and on the land or mine 
where the water is to be 
used and two copies were 
filed in the office of the 
Water Recorder at Vic­
toria, B.C.
Objections to this ap­
plication may be filed with 
the said Water Recorder or 
with the Comptroller of 
Water Rights, Parliament 
Buildings, Victoria, B.C., 
within thirty days of the 
first date of publication of 
the application.
First date of publication is: 





EMILY JEAN JOHN, 
DECEASED
Creditors and others 
having claims against the 
estate of EMILY JEAN 
JOHN, deceased, late of 
the Town of Sidney, B...C., 
are hereby required to send 
full particulars of such 
claims to the undersigned 
Executor, 11. R . 2 , 
Saanichton, B.C., on or 
before the 12th day of April, 
1975, after which date the 
assets of the said estate 
will be distributed, having 





BEACON AT 1st STREET
PRICES EFFECTIVE 
THURS. FKl. SAT.
We reserve the right to 
limit quantities
STOKE HOURS 
Monday to Saturday 
8;:{0 to
8::$0 a.m. to6;00 p.m. 













SIDNEY BOOK EXCHANGE. 
2439 Beacon Ave., Sidney, B.C.41-tf
DO YOU HAVE A WILL?
Does Your Spouse have a Will? 
Have your will drawn up at 
NORFOLKTRUST 




I wish to thank Drs. Buckingham, 
Worrall and Moffoot also nurses 
and staff of Rest Haven Hospital 
for all their kindness while in 
hospital. I am very grateful :-Hetty 
Orpen. 9-1
BORN TO Garth and Leslie 
(Kitson) Coward, 1171 Chapman 
St., Victoria, B.C. at Victoria 
General Hospital on February 5, 
1975 at 1:00 p.m. A girl, Johanna 
Renee, 4 lbs. lOozs. Special thanks 
to Dr. Kenneth Davidson and Dr. 
B. Boulton and hospital staff. 9-1
TRAILERS
LOTS OF LOTS 
DEEP COVE - Treed, 100x120 
lot on watermains on Madrona 
Drive. Excellent seaview, 
$25,000.
ARDMORE - % ac. Treed 
seclusion, close to Golf 
Course. $27,000.00.
CURTEIS POINT - App. V2 
acre, fantastic views, treed 
seclusion, water connection 
$35,000.
LANDS END ROAD 
On ■Va ac. of sunny level land, 
protected from North winds, 
this 3 bedroom homo. It comes 
complete with cozy den in full 
basement. Grow your own 
vegetables. $63,900.
WORKING COUPLE - no children 
require responsible lady for light 
housekeeping duties in North 






15 YEAR OLD mother wishes job 
in Sidney. 656-4081. 9-1
“VANCOUVER Island’s 






Un t'u ac. this venerable n 
bedroom, 2 V;. bathroom, 
stately homo. Properly 
renovated, newly insulated, as 
solid as a rock, 4 rooms could 
bo rented, $75,000,
CHURCH BUILDING 
And parsonage on East 
Saanich Road, Suggested 
uses; Cbufcb, School, Meeting 
Hall, Art Gallery, Studio
........Asking $69,500,00,




WATER VIEW — DEEP 
COVE
Two side by sixe 50x117 ft. lots 
on Chalet Road about 130 yds. 
North of Birch Road. $13,000 
each.
WATER VIEW
Lovely view lot of over two 
acres with 200 ft. frontage on 
Lands End Road.
$34,500
SECLUSION — LANDSEND 
BeaiiUfully treed 2 acre lot 
with over 600 feet fronting on 
Landends Rd. Also within 





Dont'Wait for Spring 





Rototilling ■ Big or small jobs, Call 
anytime, 656-3689. 13-tf
REPAIRS
6459 PATRICIA BAY HWY 
652-2511
WORK WANTED Tree falling, 
cement work, landscaping by hour 
lor contract. Free estimates. Call 
384-9737. 33-tf
TOPPING AND FALLING 
TREES, Landscaping. Free 
estimates. 388-5822, 30-tf
sHomi'Setyicespi:;










VICTORIA REALTY LTD. 
3177 SAANICH RD.
BUS, 386-3585 RES. 656-3602 
IK) YOU 
Hnve to have a Dining room? 
This newly listed hungalo has 
one willi w-w carpeting. Tho 
living room, llCxlU bus 
panollod walls and w-w car 
peting. The lieating, OOM. 
Very close to shopping, Asking 







Close lo Brentwood Bay, on 
MareliaiU and Hagan Roads, 
Irei'dand park likt', full lengih 
closed in eulvert. See signs, 
Priees$10,500 |o$22,r)0() and on 
easy terms and reasonable 
inlerest. Call Fred MarennI. 
MARCONI HEAL TV 
3H(i-:iiin
WANTED DAMAGED or 












SANITARY GARBAGE SEI^- 
VICE. Sidney Cleanup, Ray 
Bowcotl, 656-1920, 36-lf
1961 MERCEDES 220 S.E, Tested 








VW BUS 1964, fully Insulated, now 
engine, now Trans,, Radial tiros. 
Tested lo Fob, 1976, Asking 
$1800,00 or make mo an otter I 
can'l refuse, 656-4018 between 9 
a.m, • 1 p.m.or alter lOp.m, 9-1' OPPORniNlIY
CHICKS • DUAL PURPOSE ■
Paymaster (Rliodo Island Red 
cross), white loghorns, white 
rocks. Ship anywhere, Napier 
Hnichcry, 22470 • 64lh avo; R.R. 7, 
Langley, 534-6268, 4-lf
1966 PLYMOUTH Satollito 2 door, 
H.T. v n automatic. One owner, 
$650,00, 656-1744 alter 6 p.m, 9.1
1970 TOYOTA S.W, '71 engine, 
radial tiros. To view ■ 9697 Sovonlh 
St, South, 9-1
BRUNO von Schuckmann. Garden 
service. Pruning. Phono 656-1990.
38-tf
21 FT. BRANDLMYER. Cabin, 
galley, heads, bunks, camper 
hack, 75 h.p, Johnson, remote 
controls, Irallor, $3,950,00. Phono 
652-1421. 9 1
FIREPLACE WOOD, Cedar |X)5t5, 
all hardwoods, spill, $35,00 per 
cord; $20,00 liall cord. Delivered, 
Phono 656-1453. 5-11
WATER BEDS 





30 ft, Spencer express Cruiser, 
Cello finished hull, now 235 H.P, 
F/W cooled engine, C,n, and 
radio telephone. Dinghy on davits, 
611, 5ln,headroom, boathouse and 
much more, Immaculate, 
$26,500,00 656-1 lan Sidney B.C,





2234 MILLS ROAD 
VACANT-SIDNRY 
1040sq, It, no bnsomoni bungnlo, 2 
years old. Level Landscaped lot, 
477-9514 BOYD SADLER 592-1929 
PRINCIPAL PROPERTIES 
LTD,




2 year old, 3 BR, full bsmi. homo 
slliialnd on gnnd sized well treed 
lot In quiet area ol North Sidney, 
l-lreplacu in living room and wall 
to wall carpeting Ihrouahoul. 
Nearly finished basement In­
cluding utlllly room, rumpus room 
and roughed-In bathroom, (MLS) 
Pull price $49,900. For (urlhor 
dolalls ploaso call DAVE MAR­
SHALL, 386-2955 or res, 656-2056, 
Mayfair Really. n-2
TWO WICKER chairs and lahio; 
pink tub, sink and toilet; two 
3uro|ioan chairs; chcslorflold 
suite; slalnless slool sink; MoKiil 
range; Mabogany kitchen cup­
boards; newliodroom suite; green 
hag liall runner; green ozllo 
carpel. 656 40111, 9 1
iCttrtiliig Events
MINI BIKE (or sale completely 
ovorbauled, $115.00, 656 4217 alter 6
9 1p.m,
5 PIECE BEDROOM suite lor 
sale or swap lor bide a bod. 656 
4584, 91
RUTH CHAPTER NO. 22, 0,E,S, 
presents a "Spring Ponllval" ol 
Anna's Fashions Wednesday, 
March 5th, 8 p.m. nrontwood 
Elomenlary School Auditorium. 
Door prizes - rotreshmonis - ad­
mission $1,50. Tickets from An­
na's, Proceotls to Chapter main- 
lonanco lunci, 8-2
Phone
KITTENS FREE to gond hnme, 
656-2705a(ler 5p,m, 9-1
DEMOLITION SALE on 10194 
Third SI., Sidney, all Items must go 
Irom l-4p,m. Saturday,March Isl, 
l or more Inlormallon phone 656 
4066, 9-1
RUMMAGE SALE, Saturday 
March Isl, 11 a.m, lo 3 p.m. al 
iironiwood Communily Hall. 
Sponsored by SI. Slophon's A.C.W, 
Collee. Hake Table, 8-2 656-1151
BINGO EVERY MONDAY night, 
Sanscha Hall, Doors 7 - Gmes 7:45. 
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AMIDST THE STRIDENT 
HOOTING of horns the KARI BEN 
DALE-C was launched at Centre 
Shipyards in Victoria on Saturday. 
Commissioned by Sidney fisherman
Ed Odberg, the 64 foot vessel will be 
used to fish cod and other bottom 





Harold Jamison and his 
stall at Sidney’s Metro ear lot 
must have a well-established 
reputation with the local post 
oil'ice.
Last week they received a 
Valentine card from an ad­
mirer addressed to: The 
Friendly Car Dealer, Beacon 




Six spectators showed up a I 
Sidney eouncil Monday 
evening. A number of them 
were there to hear discussion 
on erection of modular homes 
in the town.
Sidney council posed for its 
annual picture taking 
ceremony Monday evening 
under the professional eye of 
Jane Sloan.
EDUCATION WEEK
Education week will be held 
this year from Monday, Mar. 3 
until Friday, Mar. 7.
District schools have 
planned a series of programs 
and open houses in which the 
public are invited to par­
ticipate and to visit schools 
and talk with staff and 
students.
At Parkland School on Mar. 
.■j a careers day entitled 
“Opportunities For 
Tomorrow” will be held for 
students in grades nine to 12, 
including a program in the 
evening for adults.
A release from the school 
district,stated that “each 
student has already indicated, 
by priorities, specific career 
interest areas, and the school 
staff will ensure that a cross- 




You’re only fooling 
yourself if you stuff your 
shopping bag with sugar- 
filled cakes, cookies or 
“empty calorie” snacks, 
while you continue to 
believe that the Weight 
Watchers food program is 
some kind of expensive 
lobster and steak deal.
Our program helps 
people lose weight and 
keep it off with a wide 
variety of surprisingly 
inexpensive, yet appetizing 
foods.
At tho very next meeting, 
we’ll give out our new 
booklet crammed with tips 
on how to prepare delicious 
meals while on the Weight 
Watchers Program at a 
non-inflationary cost. Stop 
fooling yourself. Join at our 




7910 East Saanich Hd. 
Thursday - 7:00 p.m.
For further information 




Woicihl Wcitchors In- 
lornfitionnl, Inc. 1975, owner of 
tho rociistoroci trnclomnrks, 
Woicihl Wnichors of British 
Coiumbio, Ltd., rociistoroci 
user. All Rlohls Rosorvocl.
from most vocations and 
professions in business, in­
dustry and government is 
available to discuss careers 
with the students.”
During the morning the 
grade nine and 10 students will 
hear a basic and structured 
program on “How one arrives 
at the decision-making stage 
in selecting a career.”
The grade 11 and 12 students 
will hear a keynote address in 
the morning. Following the 
address, and for the balance of 
the day, grade 11 and 12 
students will proceed to the 
various career areas each has 
chosen to obtain information 
from the resource persons. 
After lunch, the grade nine 
and 10 students will be 
provided with this same op­
portunity.
The school staff hopes to 
have film and slide presen­
tations, including “A creative 
job search exercise,’’ in 
operation throughout the day.
For adu/at thinking of 
changing their careers, 
looking for work or for a more 
appealing job, there will be an 
evening session of the careers 
day program beginning at 
Parkland at 7:30 p.m. on Mar. 
5.
The following* is a list of 
education week ' activities in 
other district schools:
Beaver Lake - Prospect 
Lake: IlegularArtDisplays-— 
Open House- Tuesday, Mar. 4, 
morning — Open House - 
Thursday, Mar. 6, afternoon.
Brentwood Elementary — 
Open House - Wednesday, 
Mar. 5, 12:30,12:30 - 2:30 p.m. 
— Open House - 'I'hursday, 
Mar, 6, 12:30 - 2:30 p.m.
Cordova Bay - Elk Lake — 
Open House - Monday to 
Friday, 8:30 - 2:30 p.m.
Deep Cove Elementary — 
Open House - Friday, Mar. 7, 
afternoon — Afternoon 
Cultural Activities — 
Proposed display of projects 
and art at Cornish’s.
Durrance Elementary 
Open House - Monday to 
Friday, 8:30 - 2:30 p.m, 
Keating Elementary — 
Open House - Tuesday, Mar. 4, 
3:00 - 5:00 p.m. & (1:00 - 8:00 
p.m.
Lochside Elementary ■— 
Open House - Tuesday, Mar. 
5, 8:30 - 2:30 p.m.
Itoyal Oak Elementary -- 
Open House - Thursday, Mar, 
(i, 9:00 - 12:00 p.m.
.Sanshury - McTavish —
Open House - Monday to 
Friday, mornings only. 
Wednesday morning. Mar. 5 
Bastion Theatre at Sansbury 
School - Parents welcome. 
Thursday morning. Mar. 6 - 
Grade Three to Provincial 
Museum - Parents Welcome 
(McTavish), Friday morning. 
Mar. 7, - Grade Three to 
Provincial Museum - Parents 
Welcome (Sansbury), Friday 
morning. Mar. 7, Sansbury 
School Cultural Activity 
Program.
Sidney Elementary — Open 
House - Monday, Mar, 3, All 
Day, Ogen House - Tuesday, 
Mar. 4, All day.
EXHIBITION AND SALE 
OF PAINTINGS
HILLSIDE MALL MAR. 3 - MAR. 8 
SPONSORED BY
SAANICH PENINSULA ARTS & CRAFTS
SIDNEY HOTEL 
CABARET
FEATURING: Counfty Rock 
DANCE TO WOODSHED 
FRI. - SAT. 10 ■ 2 656-1131
Fashion Eyewear with a
PBESCBIPTIONS I'lLLED CONTACT LENSES 




1105 Pandora Ave. 
1175 Douglas St. 
112(1 VatesSt.
159 Trunk Rd. 
Duucau, B.C. 
102-9775 Itli St. 
Sidney. B.C.
We Buy And Sell Eveiything
Highest Cash Paid For Used Furniture, 
Appliances, Tools, What Have You.
OPEN EVERY DAY INCLUDING SUNDAY
THE BARGAIN HOUSE
2372 BEACON AVE. 656-3621








Repair'-. Any she hnni anri 







Rosklontlnl • Commercial 
8« GoK Course Consirucllon 













Building Maintenance Contractors Optometrists
AJAX



























Dave Mercer 2412 deacon Avenue
:!8(;.70ii 656-2713
M. & B. MASONRY
Excavating
Claremont Secondary — 
Open House — Wednesday, 
Mar. 5, 9:00 - 3:15 p.m.
Mount Newton Secondary — 
Open House - Monday to 
Wednesday, Mar. 3 to Mar. 6, 
8:30-3:00 p.m., — Giant Bingo 
& Bazaar Thursday, Mar. 6, 
7:00 - 10:00 p.m.
North Saanich School — 
Open House - Monday to 
Friday, 8:25 - 3:05 p.m.
Parkland Secondary 
Student Careers Day, Wed­
nesday, Mar. 5, 7:30 p.m. 
Community Careers Day.
Royal Oak Jr. Secondary — 
Open House - Wednesday, 
Mar. 5, 9:00 - 3:00 p.m.
MARSHALL'S









Robert YJ. Roper, D.C. 













® RAC:k HOE 
WORK
® CAT WORK 
® TRUCKING
“no job to large ' 
or too small”




Sidney busineRsman retpiires 2 or 11 bedroom 
house or cottafi{e in Sidney / North Saanich 
area by May 1. Careful tenants. Would con­
sider residence in need of repair. Rental range 
to $275 per month.
Phone 656-1151
H::i0 to 5 p.m. Monday to Friday





ConKerviilnries id Zurich 
mid Vienna




Contractors Drapes and 
UpholsteryB. BUITENDYK
BUILDING CONTRACTOR
New Homes & Cabinets Custom build 







10651 McDonald Park Rd.
1 G5C-2127 SIDNEY
PATRICK CUTTS LTD. 
BUILDERS & DESIGNERS 
Commercial & Residential 
Construction. Renovations
8. Alterations. 383-7916
ACORN SWIMMING POOLS 1 DRAPERY
Sidney Roofing
Ltd.
Roofing — Repairs — 
Eavestroughs. Qualified 1 














WES JONES Industrial - Residential
& SONS Commercial Wiring
Poles and Line Work
Trucking, Excavating
QUALITY WORKSMANSHIP










2320 Amherst, Sidney 
Lewis Sevigny, 656-3583
PERC. & SOIL 
TESTING SER VICE
Land Percolation Testing 
Septic Field Installations 



























general & ELECTRICAL 
CONTRACTORS 
All types of renovations 8, 





Rotovate-r Level— Cidtivate 
Plongli — Disc—- Post Holes 
Loading and Hauling 
I’n'e Estimates ()52-2759








PAPFJl AND VINYL WALL 
COVERINGS
PAINTING CONTRACTORS 






A.S.A. BUILDERS LTD. 
General Contracting








tochnioinn with 35 yonrs 










YOUR ONE STOP SHOP 
FOR FOOD 
CORNER McTAVISH 
& EAST SAANICH III). 







Hdllll Alex ll.uiul, Siuinleliton
.PHONE 652-2251,
SANDY’S DRYWALL





25 years cxpcricnco 
Residential - Commercial 
, Industrial
Rewiring - lOleetrle Heating 
Rt'pnirs
.Appliiinet' Conneellons 
"No |nh loosmall" 
6.')i;-.'»no4
IN YOURHOME 
Slenm Carpel & 
ilpliolstory Cletiiiing 





A .SPECIALl'l'Y BERT MORREY








^nocinllzlng In Hot Wntor 
Renting
656-1151 10410 ALL BAYRD, SIDNEY
IMmnit 659-1580























Marine radio, radar, auto 
pilots.
Industrial process control; 
chemical, pneumatic, elec 
tronic




Rest Quality Meat 
and Groceries
Amity Dr.
Cor. Pat Bay llwy.
19:00 a.m. till 7:90 p.m. 
closed Sundays & Holidays
ALICE’S
DRESSMAKING
Men’s- Ladies Childrens 
Alterations Repairs 
Drapes










All Repairs-Any size Boat and 









By Appointment Only 
1939 Llewellyn Place' 
Sidney, B.C. ().5(i-.5912
WESTCRA




Wood, Brush, & 
Blackberry Control


















liiHuriuice (]lnli)iH I'roniplly lliiiulli'd, 
9KI2Fourth Phone959-l3i:i
CCM
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-Full Cycle Selection 
-Porcelain drum 





-Automatic Clock and 
Minute Minder 





Cut cooking time by 75 per 
cent you serve your food 
completely fresh and full
of flavor!
* . fe .
00
'.'•'•fefewfefefe.
•y / w '69900
SUPER LIMITED STOCK
McCLARY FULL CYCLE AUTOMATIC DRYER
16 lb. capacity for a 
FULL FAMILY DRYING '17900
McCLARY BUFFET 230 RANGE McCLARY CUISINE 210
-Self Clean Oven 
-Rotisserie 
-Automatic Oven 
-Glass Control Panel 
-Timed Outlet '48900
-Regular Oven 





-Porcelain back guard 
-Continuous Clean Oven 
-Optional Rotisserie c ^ g\i 
-Automatic Clock with | O'
Minute Minder
MOFFAT ORIGINAL 500 DRYER
-Full Cycle Selection 
-Porcelain Drying Drum 
-Auto Dry Cycle




-Eye Level Broiling 





SUPER BUY MOFFAT MAITRE D’ 300 FROST FREE
'27900
-16.2 cu. ft. capacity 
143 lb. Freezer 
-Automatic Ice Maker 
-Electric Butter Conditioner 
-Cantilever Shelves
-2 Crispers and 1 Meat Keeper 
-Roll out Wheel 
-Color H. Gold.
-Reg. $739.00. '59900
-Automatic Clock and Minute
Minder
-Rotisserie
-Large Storage Drawer 
-Black Glass Door 
and Drawer '37900
McCLARY CUISINE 210 FROST FREE REFRIGERATOR
-13.2 cu. ft.
108 lb. Freezer 
-10 Position shelves 
-2 Porcelain Crispers
-Optional Roll out Wheels 
-Dairy Compartment 








McCLARY 700 DRYER MOFFAT GOURMET DISHWASHER
-Matching Styling 
-Full Selection 
-Auto Dry Cycle 
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v^55“A gift at only
FASHION 2 PCE. 
COLONIAL SOFA & CHAIR
with Marflex Coil cushion 
construction.
Nylon Print. $C ^ QOO 
Reg: $939.00.
Manor Twist Carpet ^9^^ Yd.
100% Nylon Shag, Two Tone ^7^^ Yd.
100% Nylon Sculptured Loop ^7^^ Yd.
HUGE SELECTION OF ROLL ENDS 
All Colors • All Sizes • All Different Styles 
All Reduced Up To 1/2 Off Original Price. 
WE INSTALL!
SOUNDESIGN STEREO
AM / FM with Phono and 8-Track aa
play-record-walnut cabinet with 
record storage.
ELECTROPHONIC MODULAR COMPONENT SET
Complete with AM / FM stereo Amp ^QQ
turntable - 2 speakers - stand.
(Fi’ce lieadset and 8-track car unit.
(Plus many more units in quad).
SIMMONS HIDE-A-BEDS
One of a kind - 0 M V" flH 
No repeats «d/II^S^UU 
from
TOSHIBA SOLID STATE 20” COLOR TV SCQQOO 1 > ! "fe








Good Selection of Sofas, 
Love Seats, Hide-a-beds, 
Recliners & Rockers
NOW A FULL SELECTION OF PINE
13 PCE. DARK PINE s| -0000 
DINING ROOM STE. 1*177
(Coffee Tables - Lamps - Fnd Tables - Chesterfields)
FRENCH PROVINCIAL DINING ROOM STE.
('berry aim 'Hi Arborite Kitchen Set
Fruitwood #|J|JWW in All Styles
Spanish style full cabinet consol $K! Q QQO 
stereo with 8-track player. v
We Also Cany A Good Selection 
Of Used Furniture And Appliances
10 pc. set. and Colors.
SPANISH OAK BEDROOM SET «>-aa|00
'I'riple dresser and mirror, chest,
5 / 0 bed plus two night tables.
I'llLI, Sb:i,i:c riON of - bookcases - coffee tables - end tables ^ 
buffets - liassocks - bedroom sets - bunk beds - unfinished furniture®
PHILCO COLOR TELEVISIONS
20" Portables to the Full 26" Console 
Style. We Will Clear These At Factory
Itollywood bed ensemble 
“  complete with - frame
and headboard 39”.
List Plus 10%.
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EASY TERMS 656-3724 9842 - 3rd STREET, SIDNEY, B.C. FREE DELIVERY
